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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Affordable5G adopts the hardware acceleration paradigm, targeting to further extend it by
integrating it in its hardware proposition both in the RAN (RRH/RUs, DUs, devices) and
edge/core networking (BBU/CUs, network controllers) parts, exploiting its capabilities in
handling and processing large amounts of mobile data for improved network management and
orchestration. Moreover, its gains will be assessed and validated in important real-world 5G
use cases where multiple RRH/RUs and edge devices are deployed to support emergency
communications, as well as smart city applications.
Resulting of WP2 Tasks 2.1 and 2.2, this deliverable presents our analysis of the hardware
components adopted to build the Affordable5G architecture.
The analyses was guided by D1.1 (“State of the art, technical system requirements analysis
and pilot element descriptions” [1]) and D1.2 (“Affordable5G building blocks fitting in 5G system
architecture” [40]) specifying a set of requirements for architectural design enabling a costefficient roll-out of 5G private and enterprise networks.to.
Another input for WP2 Tasks 2.1 and 2.2 was O-RAN architecture blueprint [2].
Task 2.1 (“Identification of hardware enhancements and optimisation strategies”) focused on
the identification and analysis of hardware enhancements to the already developed products
of the Affordable5G partners. At the same time, the most promising optimisation strategies
have been analysed, resorting to those guaranteeing a viable roadmap of extending the
capabilities of current solutions. More specifically, in this task:
•

•
•

5G application requirements were analysed in order to identify necessary additional
functionalities that must be implemented to the radio elements of the partners,
supporting flexible C-RAN deployments (RRHs, BBUs, network switches, radio
controllers), as well as edge computing, MEC hosts and IoT devices for cost efficiency
and high performance.
Viable optimisation strategies have been developed in order to achieve a realistic
roadmap for enhancing the hardware capabilities within the project’s lifetime.
Analysis of the hardware accelerator alternatives in the Affordable5G building blocks
in order to improve the performance and optimise energy consumption and cost.

Task 2.2 (“Hardware solutions and COTS assessments”) focused on evaluation of hardware
solutions following a disaggregated approach consisting of open hardware specifications
available to every manufacturer. As Affordable5G relays on open elements to enable RAN and
core functionalities, as well as open-source software platforms, this task had investigated
relevant propositions in the following network aspects:
•
•
•

Analysis of the functionalities enhanced network elements, including small cells, RRHs,
BBUs and edge/ IoT devices with MEC capabilities.
Evaluation of various white box/bespoke hardware approaches for radio and network
controllers, depending on the cost reduction and performance gains that they can bring
to the 5G network.
Assessment of COTS as well as re-programmable hardware for developing the
Affordable5G system in order to support a 5G ecosystem without lock-ins.

Each chapter of this deliverable contains an analysis of the specialized hardware devices that
are / will be needed in the project. More specifically, each chapter concentrates on a different
layer of the Affordable5G architecture, as it was defined in D1.2 [40]. In addition to the analysis
of Affordable5G architecture layers, this deliverable also sets forward a set of hardware
elements, such as User Equipment (UE) and Data Network (DN) switches which were
intentionally not included to the Affordable5G architecture defined in D1.2 [40].
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As a general recipe, when alternative options where present, the key criteria for hardware
components selection were:
•
•
•
•
•

Wide availability for consortium partners of any Tier
Alignment with mainstream open-source software projects
Power and rack space efficiency, suitability for deployment at Edge and in an industrial
environment
Reduced cost/ COTS as preferable option when possible
Simplicity of the whole solution

The analysis carried out in this document will be used as input for the integration plan defined
in WP4 as well as for the roadmap and evolution of the hardware components of the
Affordable5G architecture envisioned in the second half of the Affordable5G project lifetime.

© 2020-2022 Affordable5G Consortium
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1

INTRODUCTION
1.1 Approach

The Affodable5G project involves a plethora of emerging state-of-the-art technologies provided
by the project partners. These technologies are combined together (formulating the
Affordable5G architecture) targeting to support the efficient execution of the project use cases
and pilots. The purpose of this deliverable (outcome of Task 2.1 and partial outcome of Task
2.2 “Hardware COTS assessments”) is to identify specific parts of the Affordable5G
architecture that are amenable or can get benefit from hardware acceleration or from
specialized network equipment. As such, this deliverable relies on the outcome of WP1 of the
project (and its associated deliverables).
In the rest of this section, a brief overview of the Affordable5G architecture is provided. Based
on this analysis, the high-demanding parts of the architecture are spotted and further
discussed.

1.2 Analysis of Affordable5G Architecture
The 5G NR network architecture will rely on increased flexibility and elasticity in order to enable
innovative and highly demanding services in a cost-effective manner. As it has been observed,
the increase of CPU processing power has been slowing down and to overcome this issue,
the cloud industry leveraged COTS servers, being powerful enough to process any type of
computing workload. Specifically, the introduction of virtualization, containerization and other
abstractions enabled resource sharing amongst multiple tenant clients through various “as-aservice” models.
The 5G NR requires more computation power for data processing units compared to 4G LTE.
For example, FEC were imposed to replace the Turbo Codes used in 4G LTE by Quasi-Cyclic
Low-Density Parity Check (QC-LDPC) codes, which were proven to achieve better
transmission rates and provide opportunities for more efficient hardware implementations. In
Lower-level split 7.2, FEC computation is performed in Hy-PHY component, which is part of
DU running on COTS server. As elaborated in Section 3.1 of the present deliverable, LDCP
FEC computation cannot be efficiently performed on general-purpose CPU while meeting the
latency requirements; this workload requires specialized hardware. The previous examples
represent particular scenarios of the Affordable5G architecture. As part of this deliverable, as
similar analysis will be performed for the layer and components of the architecture proposed
in the project (D1.2 [40]).
Figure 1 presents the main layers of the Affordable5G architecture [40]. The main layers of the
proposed architecture are the followings:
•
•
•
•

Infrastructure Layer that also includes the neutral hosting procedures
Network Function Layer consisting of 5G Core and O-RAN components
Management, Orchestration and Automation Layer targeting to update the
network status and manage the end-to-end operation
Service layer including UE and DN components

© 2020-2022 Affordable5G Consortium
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Figure 1 : Affordable5G Architecture

The Infrastructure Layer, consisting of the Cell Site platform ensuring the OpenRAN
approach to the overall solution, the Edge/Regional Network Functions Virtualisation
Infrastructure (NFVI) and the Transport and synchronization network
Transport and synchronization components will be provided by ADVA. Global Navigation
Satellite System (GNSS) will be used as the synchronization source used by the Radio Unit
(RU) and the Distributed Unit (DU). Time Sensitive Network (TSN) components and
experimentation setup will be handled by UMA and ADVA.
At the Network Function Layer, the Affordable5G RAN adopts O-RAN Alliance option 7.2
low-layer split. An RU, provided by RunEL, is interfacing to a DU, provided by Eurecom,
implementing the option 7.2 physical layer split. The DU is connected to a CU, provided by
ACC, through the 3GPP F1 mid-haul standardized interface. The CU is split in the Centralized
Unit User Plane (CU-UP) and Centralized Unit Control Plane (CU-CP). New CU-UP instances
are created per Public Land Mobile Network (PLMN) / Simple Network Management Protocol
(SNMP) ID (for neutral hosting) and per network slice
At the Management, Orchestration & Automation Layer, the architecture differentiates
various functionalities, including orchestration, management at the O-RAN non-RT RIC level,
network slicing, telemetry tasks and Artificial Intelligence (AI)-based functions.
On top of the baseline Affordable5G architecture (Figure 1), as part of the project, we have
introduced a Service layer. This is because Affordable5G architecture does not include UE
and DN components. However, those components play important role in the pilot setups and
require some specialized hardware components to be effectively executed. To cover the stateof-the-art COTS UE and DN devices and their hardware requirements, a dedicated Section is
included in this deliverable (Section 5).
Affordable5G gave a special focus to open-source software and COTS, as well as reprogrammable hardware in order to support a 5G ecosystem without lock-ins. In Task 2.2
“Hardware COTS assessments” we were analysing the following COTS components:
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•
•
•

x86 servers or White Boxes
TSN switches
5G NR UE, such as Modems and Handsets

Merchant silicon COTS switches have been left beyond the scope of the analysis.
In the rest of this deliverable, we provide more details about each layer of the Affordable5G
and for each layer we provide a list of the hardware components or specialized network devices
that are going to be used as part of the project.

1.3 Constrains specific to 5G NPN deployment
In deliverable D1.1 of Affordable5G, the two pilots under implementation were described, along
with representative use cases. In this framework, a set of potential requirements were
extracted in order to drive architectural implementation. To this end, common requirements
were identified in all described use cases. Affordable5G system aims to support a variety of
pilots, applications, and use cases with distinct characteristics in terms of throughput, latency,
number of supported UEs and sensitivity to timing inaccuracies, among others.
One differentiator of 5G NPN deployment is the presence of additional power consumption and
rack space constrains at the edge. This leads us to use the hardware architecture based on
system-on-a-chip (SoC) CPU, providing ruggedized performance in extreme environments
with extended temperature. An example of state of the art in SoC CPU is Xeon-D 2100, with a
range of 4 to 18 cores, up-to 512 GB of addressable memory, this SoC has an integrated
Platform Controller Hub (PCH), integrated high-speed I/O, up-to four integrated 10 Gigabit
Intel® Ethernet ports, and a thermal design point (TDP) of 60 watts to 110 watts. It can run the
same instruction set as more robust Intel® Xeon® Scalable processors to provide software
consistency and scale from the data centre to the edge.
Moreover, the target technologies of the Affordable5G require in specific cases hardware
acceleration in order to guarantee specific latency or throughput requirements. For example,
considering 5G NPN for Industry 4.0 verticals, we see that end-to-end latency and jitter became
important distinguishing KPI, which should be controlled. In an additional chapter of this
deliverable, we describe the latency assessment methodology that is being developed as part
of the project. Based on this methodology (and the requirement dictated by the project pilots),
this deliverable presents the parts of the Affordable5G architecture that are amendable to
hardware accelerations as well as the parts that pure, software-based solutions (and generic
COTS devices) are good enough to meet the project requirements.
Finally, to further reduce the required power of the edge compute engines, we will exploit the
usage of Think Silicon ultra-low power accelerators. The codename of the Think Silicon
Product is NEOX and it is a Machine Learning / Deep Learning accelerators for ultra-low power
applications (e.g., IoT and Wearable markets).
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2 HARDWARE ELEMENTS AND USAGE IN THE
INFRASTRUCTURE LAYER
2.1 Cell Site Platform
The Cell Site platform composed of different Network elements that ensure an OpenRan
approach to the overall solution. The state of the art is centralized in the different Edge Nodes,
located in the different Green Nodes. These servers will support the different services,
composed of Dockers and containers. The Service Docker will provide the services for each
use case and the Core Docker will include the different containers for the VDU, the vCU-CP,
vCU-UP, etc.
The Lenovo ThinkSystem SE3501 is an Intel® Xeon® D-2100-based 1U height, half-width, and
short-depth Edge server that can go anywhere. It can be hung on a wall, stacked on a shelf,
or mounted in a rack. This rugged Edge server can handle environmental temperatures from
0-55°C as well as tolerance to locations with high-dust and vibration.

Figure 2 : Cisco Switch, Nearby Box and Batteries

The SE350 is designed to virtualize traditional IT and OT applications as well as new
transformative IOT and AI systems, providing the processing power, storage, accelerator, and
networking techniques required for today’s Edge workloads. The SE350 is equipped with
ThinkShield security and cybersecurity capabilities with key encrypted storage and secured
bios, and physical security capabilities such as a locking bezel, intrusion and tamper protection
mechanisms.
ThinkSystem SR6502 Servers will hold the 5G Core SA and the MANO (NearbyOne solution
by NBC). Lenovo ThinkSystem SR650 is designed to handle a wide range of workloads at
cases, such as databases, virtualization and cloud computing, Virtual Desktop Infrastructure
(VDI), enterprise applications, collaboration/email, and business analytics and big data.

1
2

https://www.lenovo.com/us/en/data-center/servers/edge/ThinkSystem-SE350/p/77XX6DSSE35
https://lenovopress.com/lp1050-thinksystem-sr650-server
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Intel® Optane™ DC Persistent Memory delivers a new, flexible tier of memory designed
specifically for data center workloads that offer an unprecedented combination of high
capacity, affordability, and persistence. This technology will have a significant: reduction of
restart times from minutes down to seconds, 1.2x virtual machine density, dramatically
improved data replication with 14x lower latency and 14x higher IOPS, and greater security for
persistent data built into hardware.

Figure 3 : Cell Site Platform Architecture

Additionally, all the elements are connected to a PoE switch (Cisco CDB-8P) which allows to
have a PoE power supply for the connected devices simultaneously with network connectivity
provisioning. This switch Is a member of Catalyst Digital Building Series.
The platform is designed to support low energy consumption for Green sites, since these nodes
are producing the total amount of energy that is consumed. This is a key factor not just for
affordability but also for the sustainability approach the project is aiming to encompass.
The main challenge is to be able to provide a good coverage in the target area and at same
time have the flexibility to be able to change any component, supporting easy integration for
various vendors and still present an overall working solution that makes the different use cases
possible.
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Figure 4 : Green Node

2.2 Edge/Regional NFVI
Network Functions Virtualisation Infrastructure (NFVI) is the hardware and software resources
that make up the NFV environment. This includes any network connectivity between data
centres, clouds, and edge; the virtualization layer; and the physical compute, storage, and
networking equipment. This environment is not always the same and it can vary depending on
the network’s complexity, geographic distribution, and even organization. NFVI creates a
virtualization layer that abstracts the various hardware resources, so they can be logically
partitioned and provide the VNF.
According to the ETSI vision [42], it is up to the Virtual Infrastructure Manager (VIM) block of
the Network Functions Virtualization Management and Orchestration (NFV-MANO) to manage
a repository of NFVI hardware resources (compute, storage, and networking) and software
resources (hypervisors), along with the discovery of a resource’s capabilities and features to
optimize its use. However, although so far, the ETSI standard has published 4 releases of its
NFV specification, there is not a specific solution required for an NFV deployment to work.
Instead, the NFV architecture can leverage an existing virtualization layer, such as a
hypervisor, with standard features that are simply capable of abstracting hardware resources
and pointing to VNFs. When hypervisor support is not available, organizations can achieve the
virtualization layer through an operating system (OS) that adds software on top of a nonvirtualized server or by implementing the VNF as an application.
One way that 5G can provide affordable services is that thanks to Multi-access Edge
Computing (MEC) multiple applications will have to share the available network and compute
resources available at the edge. While the sharing of such resources is not a problem; the
actual challenge is how to guarantee end-to-end service slicing and deterministic Quality of
Service (QoS). These are mission critical concepts for 5G deployments that are supposed to
enable ultra-low latency services and that were not possible with previous telecommunication
standards and infrastructure. One way to share such resources and, at the same time, enable
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E2E slicing and QoS is to provide resource isolation at lower levels. That is, multiple
applications can share a given compute node, but the key hardware components (e.g., CPU
core, memory, etc.) are isolated and guaranteed to the MEC applications that requested them.
In this way, applications running on the same node infrastructure are not impacted by other
services that might behave as “noisy neighbours”.
While some consumer version of these component can leverage the OS to offer some level of
isolation and virtualization (e.g., simple multi core CPUs and DRAM), some other components
need to be selected among specialized hardware. Relevant examples include network
interfaces supporting Single Root I/O Virtualization (SR-IOV), CPUs that allows cache
reservations, and virtual GPUs. These solutions allow higher compute density and better
utilization of the resources; thus, offering a better Return of Investment (RoI).
Furthermore, when selecting components to be deployed at the Edge, one always need to
keep in consideration the target form factor and environment. For instance, since at the edge
nodes could be disconnected by the power grid and be powered only by some batteries
connected to intermittent source power like solar panels and wind turbines, the power budget
of each component is critical. When this is the case, low-power components become of
paramount importance.
Specific hardware components that have been explored so far for the project are:
•

•

•

3
4

Low power Accelerators allow carrying out some specific computations (e.g., matrix
multiplication and Single Instruction/ Multiple Data) at a lower power footprint than a
CPU or a more traditional accelerator. This usually come together with lower form
factors but at the cost of overall performance measured with metrics like FLOPS and
frequency. Some low-power accelerators work with a power budget within the USB 3.0
specification of just a couple of Watts like in the case of Intel’s Neural Compute Stick 2
Vector Processor Units3 and Coral USB TPU coprocessor4. Some other products can
work consuming only a fraction of that. In this latter case, we are speaking of ultra-low
power accelerators that usually target a very specific set of instructions and are limited
to specific domains. An example of this is Think Silicon’s NEOX accelerator that can
run precompiled and optimized machine learning models at only 10mWatts.
Single Root Input/Output Virtualization (SR-IOV) is a specification that allows the
isolation of PCI Express resources for manageability and performance reasons. A
single physical PCI Express bus can be shared in a virtual environment using the SRIOV specification. Using SR-IOV, a network interface can offer multiple Virtual
Functions, each for a dedicated process or virtual machine to consolidate multiple
services on a node while offering VLAN isolation. Furthermore, thanks to SR-IOV it is
possible to set minimum and maximum transfer rates so to guarantee quality of service
for given processes. This is a crucial feature to provide effective network slicing.
Multiple vendors offer SR-IOV competent network cards, but features might vary
between vendor and product family. Recent models of SR-IOV NIC can offer up to
hundreds of VFs per NIC making them an asset for Multi-access Edge Computing.
Virtual GPUs allow sharing the resources of a GPU among different processes rather
than using a single GPU per process. The concept is similar to SR-IOV, however it only
focuses on partitioning the compute and memory resources of the GPU chip and it does
not allow limiting the PCIe bandwidth to control the data flow between host CPU and
GPU. At the time being, only a limited set of Nvidia products is providing this

https://software.intel.com/content/www/us/en/develop/hardware/neural-compute-stick.html
html https://coral.ai/products/accelerator/
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•

functionality and the maximum number of vGPU is limited to 48 vGPU per physical
GPU.
Memory and CPU Cache allocation is the capability of a CPU to allow the allocation
of DRAM bandwidth and cache resources for a specific process. This technology is
used to assure workload performance and quality of service and it is particularly
important for Multi-access Edge Computing where multiple latency-sensitive workloads
are being executed in the same node. Intel offers this technology under the name of
Intel Resource Director Technology (RDT)5. Intel RDT is a set of tools that offer memory
bandwidth and CPU cache allocation and monitoring capabilities.

2.3 Security Architecture in Castellolí’s Test Cases
The security of the test site is a decisive point in the design of the final solution. In Castellolí
the deployments are studied by the so-called security by design, in which the premise of taking
into account the possible risks of a design and analysing the casuistry to minimise them is the
key factor to success.
As shown in previous deliverables, the security hardware elements list is composed of basically
different switchs and Firewalls that separate the different environments (Production,
PreProduction, DMZ and Testing). Those environments are key not only to protect the
business carried out in Castellolí, but also to be sure that the deployed new services are not
interacting with projects already deployed. With this environment segregation we can minimize
risks affecting internal security.
However, the main known security breaches come from not having the required external
security measures. Castellolí’s network is protected by one Next Generation Firewalls(NGFW)
with Layer 7 capabilities. Its disposition in the network and its configuration follows the zero
trust protection guidelines.

Figure 5 : Security hardware elements deployed in Castellolí

5

https://www.intel.com/content/www/us/en/architecture-and-technology/resource-director-technology.html
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Palo Alto Networks PA-220R is a resistant ML-Powered Next-Generation Firewall (NGFW) that
brings next generation capabilities to industrial applications in harsh environments. The PA220R ruggedized appliance secures industrial and defence networks in a range of harsh
environments, such as building management systems and outdoor telecommunications
infrastructure. 6
This FW has the capability to inspect all traffic layers, giving extra capabilities to assess the
different type of incoming traffic. This functionality allows Castelloli’s security system to
implement access control capabilities. The users who have access to Castelloli’s network are
granted following the minimum trusted authorized access. Following this guideline, in each
environment three type of users are created depending its functionalities:
-

Nominal users: users who can use the systems, read and/or write from it.
Service users: authenticated connections between systems.
Privileged users: users who have the right to deploy services, create new users,
reconfigure systems.

In the security roadmap it is intended to integrate the production environment application logs
into the SIEM, which will allow to registrate all users actions and will be able to alert in case
some unusual actions take place.
Additionally, different security controls are being designed in order to shortly be implemented
in Castellolí7:
-

Periodic Vulnerability analysis followed up with its pertinent resolution.
Malware protection software implementation
Hardening of network devices
Hardware and software integrity validation

2.4 Transport and synchronization network
2.4.1

Cross-haul (Xhaul) transport overview

At the highest-level, a transport network provides the connectivity from the Radio Access
Network (RAN) to the mobile packet core, which subsequently makes the connection to the
application function. These functions may reside in a public network infrastructure, such as the
Internet, a walled garden, or a completely private network. Latest case is the most relevant for
Affrodable5G project.
Xhaul logically is divided to Fronthaul (RU-DU), Midhaul (DU-CU) and Backhaul (CU-5G Core).

6
7

PA-220R Datasheet (paloaltonetworks.com)
https://us-cert.cisa.gov/ncas/tips/ST18-001
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Figure 6: Xhaul: Fronthaul, Midhaul and Backhaul

Fronthaul, Midhaul and Backhaul have different requirements for the transport and
synchronization infrastructure, this difference is elaborated further in the document.
Fiber is the main media used for interconnection between different architecture components in
the Xhaul. The fiber infrastructure must be cost-effective and resilient. Fiber connectivity is
facilitated by SFP+/SFP28 pluggable components, passive optical filters and patch panels
(also called LXG).
O-RAN has introduced a special term to denote a transport device, facilitation Xhaul interface
[2] [3]: TNE (Transport Network Equipment).

2.4.2

Fronthaul transport

Fronthaul is a critical infrastructure layer in 5G network, acting as a system bus between the
RU and the DU in low level splits. Following O-RAN terminology, Open Fronthaul (O-FH) is
defined as an interface between O-RU and O-DU.
O-FH data has very strict latency and timing budgets. For example, designing fronthaul for
standard NR performance, mandates maximum 100 μs one-way latency between O-RU and
O-DU. This latency budget is consumed by the fiber (~4.9 μs/km), as well as by transit transport
network elements (~1-20 μs per node, depending on hardware capabilities and port speeds).
The relative time error between the O-DU and O-RU shall be within a limit of 3μs (±1.5 μs).
O-FH encapsulation is eCPRI either 802.1Q or UDP/IP over 10G/25G Ethernet. eCPRI over
802.1Q is preferable as it has less overhead and better jitter and performance.
As result of these requirements, a specialized hardware is needed for the O-FH transport
network. Also, the network design should minimize the number of Transport Network Elements
between O-RU and O-DU, as each TNE increases the latency and might increase timing error.
An example of single TNE location in O-FH is shown in the picture below.
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Figure 7 : Open Fronthaul between O-RU and O-DU

The TNE provides the following functionality for Open Fronthaul:
1. Fiber connectivity and assurance (e.g., G.metro passive WDM, w/protection)
2. Synchronization for O-DU/O-RU segment
3. Management system for (1) and (2)
In Affordable5G project we are using FSP-150 XG-118Pro platform as a TNE.

Figure 8 : FSP 150-XG118Pro as TNE

FSP 150-XG118Pro is a low-latency 10G programmable cell-site gateway with optional server
blade. Two chassis versions (AC and DC) featuring hardware-based synchronization, clock
I/O, redundant power supplies and I-temp. FSP 150-XG118Pro has 8x 10GE optical ports
(SFP+) and supports for Low-Latency-Queues (LLQ).
Support for policed-only traffic model makes FSP 150-XG118Pro an ideal for eCPRI fronthaul
switching: traffic frames will be serviced as soon as they arrived at the queue without any
shaping (or traffic smoothing), based strictly on frame priority.

2.4.3

Midhaul and Backhaul transport

The Midhaul (MH) and Backhaul (BH) segments of a 5G network have many similarities in
terms of dimensioning and provisioning rules which feed through to the transport network as
requirements.
The latency and jitter requirements for MH F1 interface is not quite as stringent as O-RAN 7.2x
fronthaul. The same is correct also for BH N2/N3 interfaces.
The encapsulation of MH/BH is GTP, usually over IPv4 over 10G/25G Ethernet.
In some simple and limited scale deployment cases it is possible to implement MH/BH without
a dedicated TNE, directly connecting COTS platforms using a standard 10/25/40G Ethernet
NIC boars.
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2.4.4

Synchronization delivery elements

As mentioned earlier, O-RAN [3] requires the relative time error between the O-DU and O-RU
to be within a limit of 3μs (±1.5μs).
For disciplining OS time by external timing source (PTP in our case) we need to deploy a
special software. No less important is an ability to assess the quality of the recovered timing.
ADVA’s SoftSync allows performing both functions. Assumption is that we use a Linux running
on COTS server. A mandatory requirement is supporting PTP time stamping in HW. Also, an
oscillator on the NIC card and the motherboard helps to keep the recovered time accurate. If
a NIC card supports SyncE, it implicitly makes it a good candidate. If a NIC card supports 1
PPS input (and optionally output) it is a preferable card.
2.4.4.1 PTP GM and BC devices
A dedicated HW is required for providing either GM or BC functionality. A typical GM receives
the timing information from GNSS system and distributes it via PTP protocol towards PTP
clients. The most cost-effective GM device is OSA-5401 Syncplug8, depicted below.

Figure 9 : OSA 5401 Syncplug™ Connectors with LEDs

To manage this device though CLI an operator has to open an SSH session with the following
configuration:
ssh -oKexAlgorithms=+diffie-hellman-group1-sha1 -c aes256-cbc 192.168.0.2

A simplest solution would be plugging OSA-5401 directly into SFP+ slot of the COTS server.
Unfortunately, we discovered that this device cannot be directly used in most COTS servers.
The reasons for that are:
•
•

Intel Firmware limitation for supporting of 3rd party SFP.
Intel 10GE port does not support time stamping when works in 1GE mode.

8

https://www.oscilloquartz.com/en/products-and-services/ptp-grandmaster-clocks/sfp-pluggable-ptpgrandmasters/osa-5401-series
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To mitigate this restriction, we can use ADVA Boundary Clock (BC) device9, implemented as
a part of TNE. Another option is OSA-5405 integrated GNSS antenna GM device, however
this device is not suitable for a case where an external GNSS antenna is present, like Castelloli
site.
2.4.4.2

PTP clients

PTP clients, formerly known as PTP slaves, are COTS servers, running O-DU and O-CU
functions. In some deployments, O-RU also acts as a PTP client. PTP client functionality is
required for both Catelloli and UMA pilots.
Modern COTS platforms have PTP Hardware Clock (PHC) as a part of NIC card; it comes
along with a NIC card supporting HW timestamping.
For example, on Xeon-D 21XX platform10 we can see PHC presence using the following
command:
[root@portwell ~]# ethtool -T enp182s0f0
Time stamping parameters for enp182s0f0:
Capabilities:
hardware-transmit
software-transmit
hardware-receive
software-receive
software-system-clock
hardware-raw-clock
PTP Hardware Clock: 1
Hardware Transmit Timestamp Modes:
off
on
[root@portwell ~]# ethtool -i enp182s0f1
driver: i40e
version: 5.10.41-rt42
firmware-version: 5.10 0x800025bd 0.0.0
expansion-rom-version:
bus-info: 0000:b6:00.1
supports-statistics: yes
supports-test: yes
supports-eeprom-access: yes

9

https://www.adva.com/en/newsroom/press-releases/20200929-adva-delivers-unprecedented-precision-in-timingnetworks-with-otc-solution
10 https://www.intel.com/content/www/us/en/products/docs/processors/xeon/d-2100-brief.html
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supports-register-dump: yes
supports-priv-flags: yes

Our plan is to use an Open Source linuxptp package11 as a baseline to discipline system clock
to the PHC, which in turn is locked to one PTP GM/BC. No additional HW acceleration needed.
Second stage is to install and use ADVA SoftSync package, as a preferable solution for a DU
timing because of its manageability.

2.4.5

Synchronization network in Castelloli

There are two options, to implement synchronization network at Castelloli site
1. PTP GM dedicated device (OSA-5420) with 10GE Optical Ports and FSP 150-XG116
Fronthaul switch
2. OSA-5401 Syncplug, hosted at FSP 150-XG118 Fronthaul switch
We have chosen 2nd option because it is more cost-effective and requires less rack space and
power. The selected synchronization network for Castelloli is depicted below.

Figure 10 : Synchronization for Castelloli site

RRU#1 and RRU#9 are receiving timing directly from embedded GNSS receiver, as such,
there is no need to implement eCPRI S-plane.
OSA-5401 is plugged into Port#1 of XG118 and connected to GPS antenna. OSA-5401 acts
as PTP GM towards XG118.
XG118 receives timing from OSA-5401 via PTP protocol, terminates the PTP stream and
generates a new PTP stream towards DU, thus acting as Boundary Clock.
DU (and, if required, CU) COTS servers are receiving timing via PTP protocol from FSP 150XG118Pro through a dedicated 10GE port. On the DU system time is disciplined to one
received from XG118 using either linuxptp or SoftSync software.

11

http://linuxptp.sourceforge.net/
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PTP is configured as running over IPv4.
A snapshot of FSP 150-XG118Pro EMS with PTP BC configuration is depicted below.

Figure 11: Castelloli PTP BC configuration example

In the Figure 11, SOOC-1-1-1 is Slave Only Ordinary Clock, recovered from OSA-5401.
PTP BC-1-1 is Boundary Clock. It has configured IP address 50.0.0.1/24 and generates PTP
stream towards Edge Server SE350 port, which expected IP address is 50.0.0.2/24.

2.4.6

Synchronization network in Malaga

In Malaga lab setup the deployment is indoor, so we might use OSA 5405 indoor GNSS
receiver with PTP GM or another PTP GM hardware platform. The synchronization network
blueprint will be finalized at next stage of the project.
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3 HARDWARE ELEMENTS AND USAGE IN THE NETWORK
FUNCTION LAYER
3.1 5G RAN
3.1.1

O-RU

The Radio Unit (RU) or ORAN Radio Unit O-RU is the unit at the edge of the Access Network,
it interfaces with the O-DU northbound via O-RAN Interface and with the 5G User Terminals
and IoT Sensors via air Interface as depicted in Figure 12 below.

Figure 12 : RU internal modules (left) and Interfaces (right)

RU is the radio unit that handles the (DFE) and the parts of the PHY layer, as well as the digital
beamforming functionality. Key considerations of RU design are size, weight, and power
consumption. In most case RU device has to be ready for outdoor deployment. Another
mandatory RU requirement is compliance with O-RAN standard [43].
In O-RAN split 7.2 [43], O-RU device implements Low-PHY function, connected to Hi-PHY in
O-DU (see Figure 7).
The O-RU was designed for Indoor and outdoor operation and will be installed in the Affordable
5G project in the UMA Test Bed (Indoor) for Time Sensitive Network test and measurements
and in the Outdoor Castellioli deployment in order to test the end-to-end performance (latency,
throughput, coverage, etc.) of the 5G Network in a real case scenario.
In Affordable5G project, the used O-RU is provided by RunEL. The unit is shown in the picture
below.
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Figure 13 : RunEL-RRH (O-RU)

The O-RU include the following main components:
•
•
•

Baseband Board
RF Board
Beam Forming Antenna

The Baseband Board is based in the Sparq-2020 System on Chip (SoC)12 that executes the
Low Physical Layer Modules and the Beamforming Precoding modules (according to O-RAN
Specifications Category B) and ORAN Interface functionalities. The SoC is based on a
powerful FPGA accelerator device13. The Baseband Board also includes GPS ,1PPM and 10
MHz interfaces for time Synchronization and 8 x 10GBbps Ethernet links for fronthaul and
control purposes.
The RF Board covers the Sub 6GHz bands and is based on an 8 channels Analogue to Digital
and Digital to Analogue RFIC that drives the beam forming antenna
The Beam Forming Antenna is a 64 elements antenna that covers the 3.3-3.8 GHz band with
four dual polarized beams

3.1.2

O-DU

The DU is the distributed unit, that may either be co-located with the RU (integrated RU/DU
with Split 2) or located in range of several kilometres from the RU, and runs the parts of the
3GPP PHY layer, MAC and RLC layers (see Figure 14). This logical node includes a subset
of the gNB functions, depending on the functional split elected option, and its operation is
controlled by the CU, and possibly by the RIC via the ORAN E2 interface and by the
SMO/MANO via the ORAN O1 interface. A single DU can control one or more RUs.
The following figure illustrated the O-RAN stack for low-level split 7.2 between RU and DU.

12
13

https://www.runel.net/products
https://www.newark.com/xilinx/xcku115-2flva1517e/fpga-kintex-ultrascale-624-i-o/dp/32AC9726
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Figure 14 : O-RAN stack, source: Xilinx [45]

DU implementation presumable is based on a COTS platform, however further in the chapter
we are explaining the need for a HW acceleration.
The results of L1 performance for AVX-512 capable CPU, taken from Xilinx presentation [4],
are shown in Table 2.
DU implementation presumable is based on a COTS platform, however further in the chapter
we are explaining the need for a HW acceleration.
According to Eurecom recommendations based on their experience with OpenAirInterface14,
the hardware platform required for the OAI NSA setup consists of two sets of PCs for the
eNB and gNB components.
Depending on the configuration used at the gNB side and the associated performance, the
required hardware equipment and consequently the deployment cost can differ. Specifically,
as shown in the following table, to achieve higher NR performance for 80 or 100 MHz channel
bandwidths, a powerful server (>10 CPU cores per gNBs). For a limited performance setup
(40 MHz channel bandwidth), lower number of CPU cores are required15.

14
15

OAI gitlab wiki website https://gitlab.eurecom.fr/oai/openairinterface5g/-/wikis/home
https://gitlab.eurecom.fr/oai/openairinterface5g/-/wikis/5g-nr-development-and-setup
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eNB

gNB/40MHz
bandwidth

gNB/100 MHz
bandwidth

CPU

≥4 cores processor
(e.g., Intel® Core™
i5-6600K CPU @
3.50GHz × 4)

≥4 cores processor
(e.g., Intel® Core™
i5-6600K CPU @
3.50GHz × 4)

≥10 cores processor
and 2x10Gbit
Ethernet (e.g.,
Intel(R) Xeon(R)
Gold 6154 CPU @
3.00GHz with 18
cores)

Memory

≥16GB DDR4 RAM

≥32GB DDR4 RAM

≥64GB DDR4 RAM

Network

1-10Gbps

10Gbps (Fiber)

10-25Gbps(fiber)

PC or Server

Workstation / Server

Workstation / Server

PCI-e 3/4Offloading

PCI-e 3/4Offloading

PCI-e 3/4Offloading

Form Factor

Table 1 : gNB computation and memory requirements

3GPP 5G NR defines usage of the following Forward Error Correction (FEC) codes for radio
channel encoding and decoding [4]:
•
•

Low-density parity-check (LDPC) codes for user plane
Polar codes for control plane

LDPC codes are linear error correcting codes that help to transmit and receive properly
messages over noisy channels. LDPC codes offer better spectral efficiency and support the
high throughput for 5G new radio (NR).
According to latest 5G NR publications [45], a generic CPU computation power is not sufficient
for LDPC FEC calculation required in 5G; FEC calculation requires either HW accelerators or
CPU SIMD instruction sets. For instance, Intel has introduced a new AVX-51216 command set
in latest Xeon CPU cores, and there is performance-optimized commercial software available17
exploiting AVX-512. AVX-512 seems a mandatory feature for CPU used in Affordable5G
project. In fact, Castelloli site has selected Lenovo platform with Skylake Xeon-D CPU,
supporting AXV-512. It has to be noted that NVIDIA GPUs are proofed to be very efficient for
a subset of PHY layer offloading18.
The results of L1 performance for AVX-512 capable CPU, taken from Xilinx presentation [4],
are shown in Table 2.
Based on our analysis, the minimum COTS configuration for handling DU functionality is:
•
•
•
•

12 cores @3GHz (Xeon or EPYC generation 2/3)
32GB DDR4 memory or higher
2x10Gbps (fiber)
PCI-e (gen 3 or 4) for hardware accelerators

16

https://www.intel.fr/content/www/fr/fr/architecture-and-technology/avx-512-overview.html
https://www.accelercomm.com/
18 https://ieeexplore.ieee.org/document/9336349
17
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For instance, Intel has introduced a new AVX-512 command set in latest Xeon CPU cores,
and there is performance-optimized commercial software available exploiting AVX-512. AVX512 seems a mandatory feature for CPU used in Affordable5G project. In fact, Castelloli site
has selected Lenovo platform with Skylake Xeon-D CPU, supporting AXV-512. It has to be
noted that NVIDIA GPUs are proofed to be very efficient for a subset of PHY layer offloading19.
The results of L1 performance for AVX-512 capable CPU, taken from Xilinx presentation [45],
are shown in the following Table.
Table 2 : AVX-512 CPU L1 performance

As can be seen, a more efficient HW acceleration than AVX-512 is maybe needed for achieving
higher L1 performance. HW acceleration PCIe cards are being announced in 2020/2021 by
major vendors using different technologies such as: ASIC, GPU, FPGA. The table below
summaries existing O-DU acceleration solutions commercially available in 2021. All
acceleration cards use PCIe Gen3 interfaces, 16 lanes (some of them split 16 lanes into 2x 8
lanes, implementing two independent PCI devices).

19

https://ieeexplore.ieee.org/document/9336349
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Table 3 : SOTA DU acceleration cards

Function

Vendor

LDPC FEC
accelerator

Intel, Silicom

FEC
Programmable
Accelerator
Card

Intel

LDPC/Polar
NXP
FEC accelerator

Device
Intel® vRAN
Dedicated
Accelerator
ACC10020
Intel PAC
with Intel
Arria 10 GX
FPGA21

Technology

Applicability
in Aff5G

eASIC

Yes

Under
Investigation
by Cellnex, at
Castelloli

FPGA

NA

Less efficient
compared to
eACIS

LA120022

ASIC

NA

Xilinx, VVDN

T1 Telco
Accelerator
card23

FPGA + RF
SoC

Yes

O-DU, Smart
NIC

NVIDIA

BlueField®-2
A10024

GPU + CPU

NA

O-DU

Marvell

Octeon25

ASIC +
MSoC

NA

Hy-PHY card

O-DU

Picocom

O-RU
Qualcomm
(FR1+FR2), ODU

20

ORANIC/
PC80226

FSM100xx27

Comments

SoC, 32
RISC-V cores
and 3 CEVA
DSP vector
processor
cores with
25Mbits of
SRAM
SoC, 10nm

NA

NA

Better
energyefficiency
compared to
FPGA/GPU
Investigated
by Eurecom,
at Malaga
For Tier1
customers
only
For Tier1
customers
only

Recent
release,
availability
unsure

Under
development

https://builders.intel.com/docs/networkbuilders/intel-vran-dedicated-accelerator-acc100-product-brief.pdf

21

https://www.intel.com/content/www/us/en/programmable/products/boards_and_kits/dev-kits/altera/accelerationcard-arria-10-gx/overview.html
22

https://www.nxp.com/products/processors-and-microcontrollers/arm-processors/layerscapeprocessors/layerscape-access-la1200-programmable-baseband-processor:LA1200
23 https://www.xilinx.com/applications/wired-wireless/telco.html
24 https://www.nvidia.com/en-us/data-center/products/egx-converged-accelerator/
25 https://www.marvell.com/company/media-kit/marvell-octeon-tx2-and-octeon-fusion-press-kit.html
26 https://picocom.com/picocom-boosts-open-ran-sector-with-oranic/
27 https://www.qualcomm.com/media/documents/files/qualcomm-5g-ran-platforms-product-brief.pdf
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After analyzing all possible solutions and taking into account that some of the options in Table
3 are only available to specific Tier-1 customers (e.g., Marvell, NVidia, NXP), our criteria for
selecting a potential hardware target were based mainly on: availability, cost, and maturity.
Based on this, we end up with the following two HW accelerators to be used in the
Affordable5G project: Intel ACC100 and Xilinx T1.

3.1.3

O-CU

The CU, or Central Unit, implements the ‘L3’ part of the NG-RAN gNB. The CU interfaces to
the gNB DU via the F1 mid-haul interface and the mobile core (5GC) via the N2 and N3
backhaul interfaces (NG-C/NG-U).
The CU is split between the control plane and user plane:
•
•

CU-CP: Control-plane of CU, implementing the RRC (Radio Resource Control)
functions as described in D1.2 [40]. Communicated to DU via F1-C and to the 5GC
control-plane via N2
CU-UP: User plane function of CU, implementing the PDPC ([5] §6.4) and SDAP
(mapping of sessions and their QoS flows to the access stratum DRB Data Radio
Bearers, [5] §6.5).

The CU-CP controls the CU-UP via the E1 interface.
A single protocol entity of SDAP is configured for each individual PDU session but it is an
implementation decision of how to map this to distinct CU-UP container or VM instances (and
associated distinct E1, F1-U and N3 connections).
Affordable5G CU will create new CU-UP instances (and corresponding connections) per
PLMN/SNPM IDs (for neutral hosting) and per network slice S-NSSAI, as described in
Affordable5G D1.2 [40] and shown below in Figure 15.
The Afforable5G CU is implemented as a cloud-native solution of multiple CNF containers and
K8S pods [40]. The software runs on generic CPU architectures (currently x86 and ARM
supported) that are deployable in a central or edge cloud or on dedicated edge infrastructure.
For the time being, we will rely on generic CPUs. However, as part of the project and in
particular in Work Package 4, we will explore alternative options if the URLLC target KPI's can
be met.
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Figure 15 : Afforrdable5G network slicing for multiple CU-UP instances for neutral host & slicing

Especially for URLLC slices (with Edge Compute and UPF/DN as the radio or metro edges),
the CU-CP and CU-UP instances might be physically separated with the underlay network of
the E1 interface potentially running over many different types of (trusted and untrusted)
network topologies, illustrated below in Figure 16.

Figure 16 : Possible separation of CU-CP and CU-UP via E1 underlay topologies

Although all functions of the CU can and do run on generic CPU compute infrastructure,
hardware acceleration of the CU can be beneficial for 3 distinct applications described below.
3.1.3.1 CU Egress traffic marking for transport network QoS integration
Optimal URLLC/TSN user plane performance of 5G networks require integration of the NGRAN and 5GC cross-haul, network slicing and QoS models (5QI/QFI) with the transport
network (TN) QoS and slicing, to provide superior ‘end to end’ SLAs and minimise packet loss,
delay and jitter.
The SoA of this 5GS and TN CoS/QoS is evolving but is not yet fully standardized nor widely
implemented (refer to [48] for Layer 3 5QI to IP DSCP translation and the Layer 2 PCP for
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wireless and wireline convergence driven by 3GPP TS 23.316 [51] §4.5 and the Broadband
Forum work such as TR-470 [52] §5.2 and TR-456 for RG-LWAC information).
One aspect of this integration is the ‘marking’ of egress traffic such that the transport network
can recognise the required traffic types (such as expedited or best-effort traffic, application
layer indicators of traffic classes, etc) and then take appropriate actions.
For backhaul traffic (N3/N9), the current specifications and best practices are summarised
below in Figure 17.

Figure 17 : 5G Backhaul (N3/N9) mapping of 5QI to transport network QoS

For backhaul traffic (N3/N9), marking of egress traffic can be done at the following layers:
•
•

•

28

QFI (Layer 5): The QFI field in the N3/N9 GTP-U tunnel header extension. This is
always there but would require the transport network to have ‘deep packet inspection’
which not the case got typical cross-haul transport networks like WDM or optical TSN.
IP DSCP (Layer 3): This is actually mandatory according to TS 38.414 §5.4 [46]. A
Nokia research paper [48] proposed a 5QI to DSCP translation consistent with DiffServ
service classes of IETF RFC4594. This is currently the most standardized method but
only works for Layer 3 IP transport networks. It is not really applicable to typical optical
cross-haul transport networks (like WDM, TSN, PON) that only work at Layer 2
Ethernet/VLAN. Although 3GPP current assumes that transport underlay networks
provide Layer 3 IP services, especially with the evolution of 5G towards FMC (FixedMobile Convergence), the network convergence layer is Ethernet and VLANs (Layer 2)
and not IP (Layer 3).
VLAN PCP/DEI (Layer 2): Coming from the IEEE 802.1Q28 and Broadband Forum
(BBF) world, who are also looking at fixed wireline and wireless convergence (FMC),
the focus is on mapping the 5QI to PCP/DEI fields in the VLAN extension headers. This
would better allow integration with TSN expedited/best-effort packets differentiation.
However, the 3-bit field of PCP (and possibly DEI field) only allows a simplistic mapping
of QoS with loss of granularity. However, for Affordable5G with the use of TSN

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/IEEE_802.1Q
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transport, the PCP granularity is sufficient. As TSN switches only operate at Layer 2
VLAN/Ethernet, this is the selected solution for Affordable5G, to minimize latency/jitter.
For mid-haul traffic (F1-U between CU/DU), the standardization and consensus are less
advanced than for backhaul. F1-U transports DRB (Data Radio Bearers) over GTP-U these
types of TP-U do not contain QFI headers fields (3GPP TS 38.474). IP DSCP fields are
mandatory for midhaul too (3GPP TS 38.474), as for backhaul, but it is unclear exactly how
this mapping would be done (either to IP DSCP or VLAN PCP), as different PDU sessions
(with different 5QI) can be multiplexed in the same DRB (and hence GTP-U tunnel). This is
FFS (For Further Study). Figure 18 summarizes the situation.

Figure 18 : 5G Mid-haul (F1-U) mapping of 5QI to transport network QoS

For Affordable5G, it is considered to implement CU-UP egress marking to VLAN PCP on N3
egress backhaul traffic towards the UPF. Egress midhaul F1-U traffic will not be marked.
3.1.3.2 URLLC/TSN ultra low delay, co-location of CU-UP and UPF
For extreme URLLC and TSN bridged networks, requiring minimization of user-plane delay
and jitter, there is research interest in co-location of some CU-UP instances (for instance for
the ‘delay-critical GBR 5QI’, see Rel-16 3GPP TS 23.501 §5.7.3.1 [47])
Those URLLC CU-UP instances could be co-located with the Edge UPF. Furthermore, there
is then interest the implementing the pure ‘packet switch’ functions of the CU-UP and UPF-U
in P429 or similar SDN user-plane languages.
However, for Affordable5G, this is out of scope and is FSS (For Future Study).
3.1.3.3 HW offload of the PDPC function
The CU PDPC function is described in [22] shown below in Figure 19.

29

https://opennetworking.org/p4/
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Figure 19 : Overview of CU PDPC layer from TS 38.323

Within the CU PDPC, there are 2 functions that can perform more efficiently (less CPU cores,
less power) in GPU/FPGA type architectures than in generic CPU:
•
•

Ciphering, [22] §5.8
Header Compression (ROHC Robust Header Compression) [22] §5.7

For Affordable5G, this is a ‘nice to have’ rather than ‘must have’ capability and is FSS (For
Future Study) with currently available platforms.

3.2 5G Core
There is an industry consensus about the need for specific HW acceleration for 5GC network
functions. Most of the industry players suggest implementing PCF, SMF, NWDAF and NSSF
as a Cloud-native function, which does not require a specialized hardware acceleration. That
is why in this document we are omitting all 5GC functions except UPF.

3.2.1

UPF

The User Plane Function (UPF) is a fundamental component of a 3GPP 5G core infrastructure
system architecture. The UPF represents the data plane evolution of a Control and User Plane
Separation (CUPS) strategy. The UPF is defined in in 3GPP technical specification 23.501 [14]
The UPF provides:
1. The interconnect point between the mobile infrastructure and the Data Network (DN),
i.e., encapsulation and decapsulation of GPRS Tunneling Protocol for the user plane
(GTP‑U).
2. The Protocol Data Unit (PDU) session anchor point for providing mobility within and
between RATs, including sending one or more end marker packets to the gNB.
3. Packet routing and forwarding, including performing the role of an Uplink Classifier /
UL-CL (directing flows to specific data networks based on traffic matching filters).
4. Application detection using SDF traffic filter templates or 3-tuple (protocol, server-side
IP address and port number) PFD received from the SMF.
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5. Per-flow QoS handling, including transport level packet marking for uplink (UL) and
downlink (DL), rate limiting and reflective QoS (DSCP) marking on the DL.
6. Traffic usage reporting for billing and the Lawful Intercept (LI) collector interface
The UPF has four distinct reference points:
1. N3: Interface between the RAN (gNB) and the (initial) UPF
2. N4: Interface between the Session Management Function (SMF) and the UPF
3. N6: Interface between the Data Network (DN) and the UPF
4. N9: Interface between two UPF’s (i.e the Intermediate I-UPF and the UPF Session
Anchor)

Figure 20 : 3GPP 23.501 User plane protocol stack

Figure 21 : UPF pipeline example, upstream direction

Figure 21 illustrates UPF pipeline in upstream direction (from UE towards Data Network). A
packet from gNB (CU-UP) passes the following processing stages:
•
•
•

Parsing and Metadata acquisition. A packet received over N3 interface is parsed, and
its metadata acquired. The metadata includes UE IP address, destination IP address,
GTP Tunnel ID (TEID)
Second stage is Packet Detection Rule (PDR) lookup, where the key is the metadata
acquired on previous stage. The lookup result is the set of session attributes, which is
used in the next stage
Applying instructions on the packet according to PDR record:
o Forwarding Action Rule (FAR) steps
o Buffering Action Rule (BAR), e.g., how much data to buffer and how to notify
the CP
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o
o

QoS Enforcement Rule (QER) - flow and service level marking
Usage Reporting Rule (URR) - generating reports to enable charging

3.2.1.1 Hardware acceleration for UPF
Software implementations of the UPF data plane can also benefit from the acceleration.
Mavenir has developed a highly optimized UPF solution, both through software and hardware
optimization techniques, and has demonstrated performance of up to 524 Gbps using 16 fast
path (FP) CPU cores, while reducing overall server footprint by 50% using NVIDIA SmartNIC
UPF offloads [7]. An example of FPGA based HW-accelerated UPF was announced by
Ethernity Networks30. Another implementation example is Kaloom31, which is based on ASIC
with support of domain-specific, platform-independent packet-processing language P432. P4
stands for Programming Protocol-Independent Packet Processors, which is a programming
language that instructs the networking hardware on how to process packets. Our previous
experience with P4 shows that while in theory P4 is platform-independent, porting to another
platform requires a considerable effort.
Those hardware appliances are optimized for massive UE scalability and high throughput,
supporting millions of simultaneous sessions. Bearing in mind that Affordable5G project
considers Industry 4.0 scenario, the optimization vectors for an UPF are latency and jitter rather
than massive scalability.
Other publications teach us about a standard COTS implementation of UPF [8][9].
In Affordable5G project we focus on COTS based implementation because it is portable, does
not require expensive acceleration hardware and it is based on Open-Source Framework
(DPDK).
3.2.1.2 UPF optimization for TSN
The test setup for evaluation of TSN over 5G feature is depicted below.

Figure 22 : TSN with bounded latency use case

30

https://ethernitynet.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/12/SB_5G-UPFAcceleration_v1.9.pdf
https://www.kaloom.com/pressrelease/2019/kaloom-delivers-standalone-upf
32 https://opennetworking.org/p4/
31
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Expedited traffic path is marked in red. The traffic incoming via dedicated 1GE port to the TSNTranslator (TT) function. TT performs some processing for the packets and sends it towards
UPF. The Ethernet link between TT and UPF is either 10GE or 2x 1GE, depends on equipment
availability. The assumption is that we have two pre-established PDU sessions with different
QoS capabilities: one for Expedited traffic and second for Regular one. UPF-U encapsulates
two flows into different GTP-U tunnels and sends it towards CU-UP. Here the Ethernet link is
10GE. The traffic passes though 5G NR protocol stack and arrives to UE. UE is connected to
TT via 10GE link (or 1GE link). The traffic is processed by TT and transmitted through two 1GE
ports to the data network.
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4 HARDWARE ELEMENTS AND USAGE IN THE MANAGEMENT,
ORCHESTRATION AND AUTOMATION LAYER
4.1 Orchestration
As described in Section 3, the goal of NFV-MANO orchestrator is to manage NFVI hardware
resources (compute, storage, networking) and software resources (hypervisors). To achieve
this goal, this component needs to be aware of the different HW resources at the different
compute sites, but it does not require specific HW itself. Thus, for portability, MEC
Orchestrators and Network Functions Virtualization Management and Orchestration (NFVMANO) should stay as agnostic to the HW components as possible.
For what concerns NearbyComputing’s NearbyOne MEC Orchestrator, this orchestrator can
run in VMs and bare metal nodes with at least 8 CPU cores, 32 GB of DRAM, and at least 500
GB of disk.

4.2 O-RAN Element Management System (EMS)
The O-RAN element management system (EMS) handles the configuration management
operations through the NETCONF protocol33, which corresponds to the interface O1 in the ORAN architecture. Furthermore, EMS processes requests sent by the slice manager and
queries O-RAN software components providing a NETCONF server. To date, O-RAN EMS
can manage the ACC’s dRAX stack, which combines near-RT RIC and central units. The figure
below shows the interfaces supported by the EMS.

Figure 23 : Interfaces between the RAN EMS, the slice manager and the O-RAN components.

Since this is a purely software component, it can run on any VM operating on an x86
architecture. Specifically, O-RAN EMS will be deployed in a VM running in the edge of the
Castelloli test site, requiring 8 virtual CPUs, 16 GB of RAM and 40 GB storage. Optimization
strategies targeting HW components will not be planned since the O-RAN EMS does not have
any particular HW constraints.

4.3 Slicing
The i2CAT slice manager is a proprietary software component, whose intellectual property
rights belong to I2CAT, able to perform end-to-end infrastructure and service level slicing,
offering full isolation to the end-users. In particular, in Affordable5G, this component takes
responsibility only for the radio side of the slice and receives requests from the orchestrator
when a slice must be created. Upon such request, the slice manager validates and verifies the
availability of resources and handles with the non-Real-Time RAN Intelligent Controller (nonRT RIC) the creation and reservation of the radio slice.

RFC6241, “Network Configuration Protocol (NETCONF)”, June, 2011,
https://datatracker.ietf.org/doc/html/rfc6241
33
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This software component is involved in the pilot test to be performed in the Castelloli testbed.
Due to its software nature, the slice manager does not have a need for specialized hardware
components. Since the service deployment is delegated to the orchestrator, the pilots just
impose light hardware requirements that are needed for the deployment of the slice manager.
This can be provided by any of-the-shelf server providing a Virtual Machine (VM) with minimum
requirements of 2GB of RAM, 1vCPU and 10GB of disk available. The same requirements
could be provided by a Kubernetes cluster. The only integration issues on the cluster could
come from the physical or virtual (in the case of being the container network interface in a
Kubernetes cluster) connection that must be set between the servers containing the various
components on the pilot. In particular, the slice manager VM/container will be interconnected
with the one deploying the non-RT RIC and the one containing the orchestrator. The specific
considerations of virtual or physical interfaces will depend on the choice of the consortium for
the deployment (VMs vs. containers).
During the course of the project the slice manager is not planning to introduce any optimization
strategy in terms of hardware components or hardware acceleration since the nature of the
main operations involved in the pilots from the slice manager perspective is very lightweight
and the optimization achieved would be minimal (if any).
Finally, it should be mentioned that for portability purposes, Network Functions Virtualization
Management and Orchestration (NFV-MANO) should stay as agnostic to the HW components
as possible. This is a common approach, currently followed by all main industry vendors34.

4.4 AI/ML framework
Machine Learning (ML) and Artificial Intelligence (AI) tasks can be computationally intensive,
nevertheless, the execution and processing time can be heavily reduced using parallelization
through graphic processing units (GPUs) as shown in [53]. The processing acceleration
provided by GPUs can considerably reduce the processing time of model training procedures,
that is usually the most resource-intense task of an AI/ML pipeline, however, the utilization of
GPU processing is not limited to only training and can be applied to the rest of operations of
the AI/ML pipeline, including the model execution and serving.
The Affordable5G AI/ML framework includes a set of components for end-to-end AI/ML model
implementation as it is presented in D3.1 [54]. The proposed solution is based on TensorFlow
and integrates an AI/ML orchestration platform based on Apache Airflow [55] [56] for the
deployment of TensorFlow Extended (TFX) [57] AI/ML pipelines, in addition to a serving
infrastructure based on TensorFlow Serving (TFS) [58]. The TensorFlow ecosystem supports
GPU acceleration [59] through NVIDIA CUDA [60] and cuDNN [61] libraries, just requiring a
compatible NVIDIA GPU and a proper installation of the TensorFlow ecosystem.
The initial deployment of the Affordable5G AI/ML Framework will only target CPU processing,
requiring a VM with 8 CPU cores, 32 GB of RAM and 0.5 TB of disk storage. However, a further
integration with NVIDIA GPU will be evaluated in case higher performance is needed, leaving
this integration as a future work.

34

https://www.etsi.org/deliver/etsi_gs/nfv-man/001_099/001/01.01.01_60/gs_nfv-man001v010101p.pdf
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4.5 Network telemetry and data analytics framework
As described in section 3.4 of the D3.1 [54], the network telemetry and data analytics
framework comprise the 5G System (5GS) telemetry data collector, the NWDAF and the CMDAF components of the Affordable5G architecture shown in Figure 1. This framework is
capable of collecting performance measurements from the Radio Access Network, the Core
Network, the Transport Network and the cloud NFV Infrastructure, and providing analytics
services (including predictions) that can be exploited for network automation and optimization.
The implementation of the network telemetry and data analytics framework presented in D3.1,
is hardware-agnostic and, thus, does not pose any requirements for specialized hardware
equipment or hardware acceleration. The current version of the software runs on a commercial
off-the-self server in a VM with 4 CPU cores, 6 GB of RAM and 50 GB of disk space. While
this disk space is enough for testing and debugging purposes, it is anticipated that during the
final validation of the component and the execution of the pilots more storage will be required
(e.g., 500 GB of disk).
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5

HARDWARE ELEMENTS AND USAGE IN THE SERVICE LAYER
5.1 Smart City Video Surveillance over 5G

The assembly of use cases around the usage of 5G connectivity in urban environments will be
the essence of future smart cities. The vertical sector focuses on integrating and demonstrating
the advantage of combining different components contributed by the consortium partners in
the Smartlamppost (SLP) product. SLP is a modular solution (in the form of streetlight poles)
able to be equipped with different hardware for specific cities/industry/context needs. The
centralized collection and processing of data from the group of Smartlamppost is handled by
the Urban Platform (UP). UP provides the seamless integration and standardisation of different
kinds of communication protocols and standards. Besides, UP enables the integration of
different IoT smart city verticals at the data collection level, allowing for the storage, processing
and analysis of the data.
This pilot will be used to demonstrate the usage of 5G networks across different verticals
contributing to the proliferation of smart cities. Given the market trends and spectrum
capabilities, the dissemination of such networks in urban scenarios is being performed by the
usage of small cells typically equipped with low-range communication RAN spread across
strategic geographic locations within a city, with the purpose of increasing bandwidth and
decreasing latency for the evermore demanding verticals. In order to facilitate the distribution
of networks and compute resources at the network edge, lamp posts will be used to
accommodate physical infrastructures able to provide resources such as the RAN, compute
and network capabilities.

Figure 24 : The smart city video surveillance scenario

The main idea behind this use case is based on the triggering of emergency situations at the
edge location area. This can be done in two ways: automatically, by relatively simple computer
vision models on the edge of the network, that detect suspicious situations; manually, through
a button on the SLP that can be pressed by citizens when required.
When triggered, the video streams obtained in the edge node will be sent to the core services,
where more powerful models can be used to process the events that are happening and, in a
future phase, track relevant objects through different video streams.
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There is a clear need for specialized hardware components for this use case, even more so
when we think of a scenario where tens or hundreds of SLPs are deployed throughout a city.
Firstly, it is important to have efficient edge devices capable of processing video feeds. This
allows the distribution of the computing throughout the network, reducing the amount of data
that has to be communicated and the central resources necessary to process all the video
feeds. Secondly, if an event of interest is detected in one or more of the video streams being
monitored by the Smart City Video Surveillance system, target streams are to be streamed in
real time to the network core to be further analysed. This potential increase of the bandwidth
required by the system is expected to be accommodated by 5G capabilities connecting edge
and core deployments and to be explored by Affordable 5G.

5.1.1

GPU Hardware

Several physical components for edge use were analysed that:
●
●

Support machine learning (ML) frameworks or computer vision (CV) solutions;
Increase of performance for the inference of ML frameworks.

Consequently, all the HW specially oriented to data center ecosystems were not analyzed, nor
external Graphics Processing Unit (eGPUS) since they are not designed for edge usage. The
graphics cards component without any kind of computer support system were not
contemplated. However, an exception was made regarding Field Programmable Gate Array
(FPGA), which have to be integrated into a system. This exception is due to the fact that this
equipment can be specially developed to deal with a specific type of ML framework and can
facilitate the creation of a more integrated solution.
Performance metrics
The main unit of assessment usually used to measure performance of this type of hardware
are:
●
●
●
●
●
●

Tera Operations Per Second (TOPS), which represent the number of operations that a
computational unit can perform per second.
Power efficiency during deep learning and compute vision operations.
The number of frames per second (FPS) when running a model, e.g., Inception V4.
The power of the processor base frequency, that describes the rate at which the
processor's transistors open and close.
GigaFlops that represents the number of one billion floating-point operations per
second, the higher this number the better performance it would be able to achieve.
Teraflop (TFLOPS) represents the ability to process one trillion floating point operations
per second. The higher this number the better performance it would be able to achieve.

The products analyzed can be grouped into one of two types of technologies: The Graphics
Processing Unit(GPUs) and the Field Programmable Gate Array. These differ in the manner
in which the operations of ML/CV are processed.
The GPUs, also known as a graphics card, are a specialized processor initially developed to
handle graphics rendering, having presently widespread usage in ML.
FPGAs were originally used to connect electronic components together, being only an
elemental logic device (which can be configured to create a particular electrical circuit).
Currently they are more powerful thanks to the integration with CPU cores and the increase of
the array of available logic blocks.
The products based on FPGAs have low latency that increases the performance of real time
solutions, and support of a wide range of data types precision. Additionally, they are more
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energy efficient. However, they are less efficient at handling floating point computations and
can be laborious to program.
GPUs products have a higher latency than FPGAs, are more effective at processing floating
point operations and are easier to program.
The HW components based on GPUs can be of two categories. The ones which have as main
feature the easy incorporation via USB to a system, being designed as plug and play. The
most relevant devices of this type are:
●

●
●
●
●
●

●

Coral USB Accelerator35, allows multi-platform compatibility, granting 4 TOPS and
using only 0.5 watts. It supports Tensorflow lite and any feed-forward neural
network(DFF), being capable of running MobileNet v2 at almost 400 FPS. This
product can be used to accelerate ML training but only for the final layer.
Intel has two products for the edge AI market of the plug and play type. These
products support multi-platform compatibility and contain the OpenVINO toolkit.
Intel Movidius Neural Compute stick, which is currently discontinued. Among its
specs36, it has a Processor Base Frequency of 600 MHz;
Intel Neural Compute Stick 2 (NCS2) has better performance than the previous
version. Improving the following specs37 (Processor Base Frequency 933 MHz);
Orange Pi AI Stick Lite38, is an AI accelerator that can reach up to 9.3 TOPS per
watt. Suitable for Linux distributions, it supports some frameworks such as
TensorFlow and PyTorch;
Plai Plug 280339, is an AI accelerator compatible with multi platforms . Supports
Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN) and multiple frameworks such as Tensorflow
and Caffe reaching 16.8 TOPS. Built with:
o Power: 700mW;
o Efficiency: 24 TOPS/Watt.
TB-RK180840 low power consumption AI accelerator for Ubuntu or Windows
system, provides 3.0 TOPS41. Built with:
o CPU: RK1808;
o Storage 8GB EMMC.

Still in this category, some products were developed for a specific environment, such as
Microsoft's Vision AI Toolkit which is a compact solution that possesses a built-in camera. It is
able to deploy models built with Microsoft Azure Machine Learning(AML), supporting multiple42
services of Azure such as Azure stream Analytics.
●

GPU: Qualcomm Adreno 615;

35

https://coral.ai/products/accelerator/
https://ark.intel.com/content/www/us/en/ark/products/204771/intel-movidius-myriad-2-visionprocessing-unit-1gb.html
37
https://ark.intel.com/content/www/us/en/ark/products/122461/intel-movidius-myriad-2-visionprocessing-unit-4gb.html
38
http://www.orangepi.org/Orange%20Pi%20AI%20Stick%202801/
39
https://dev.gyrfalcontech.ai/plai-plug-2803/
40
https://www.seeedstudio.com/RK1808-AI-Compute-Stick-Intel-Core-i3-Processor-p-4190.html
41
https://www.cnx-software.com/2019/08/20/toybrick-tb-rk1808-ai-compute-stick-is-now-available-for86/
42
https://www.embeddedcomputing.com/technology/open-source/development-kits/qualcommreleases-vision-ai-development-kit-and-azure-iot-started-kit
36
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● CPU43: Clock Speed: Up to 1.7 GHz, Up to 1.6 GHz
● CPU Cores: Qualcomm Kryo 300.
Other products reviewed were:
●
●
●
●
●

●

●

FUJITSU IoT Solution INTELLIEDGE A700 Appliance44 which is a level enterprise
solution. With a processor type Intel Core i7;
HornedSungem45, is easy to instantiate, has a built-in camera, a small product
based on Intel’s Movidius MA245X VPU. It supports multi platforms and various AI
models such as Yolov1, Google Net;
Sipeed MaixCube46, has an in-built camera capable of supporting a vast range of
models such as the different versions of YOLO. And depending on the resolution
it can reach up to 60 FPS, being configured via C/C++ or MicroPython;
AI mini SE347 a robust product capable of 3TFLOPS and handling multiple HD
streams simultaneously. Supports multiple frameworks at the same time. Has the
following CPU: 4-core A53@1.8GHz;
AI Calculation Box SE548 is a high-performance AI computing box able to sustain
38 channels of 1080 HD video. Depending on the computing power it is capable of
reaching up to 17 TOPS and supports multiple frameworks at the same time. Built
with the followingCPU: 8-core A53@2.3GHz;
BrainFrame Edge AI DevKit49, robust solution suitable for handling ML or CV,
capable of processing live video streams. Having by default several algorithms for
easy instantiation and use. Built with the followingCPU: 8th Generation
Intel Core™ i5-8365UE Processor SoC;
Jevois50 has a built-in camera, low consumption (3.5w), supports TensorFlow lite,
YOLO and other frameworks. Only compatible with Linux distributions, it has some
limitations namely the reduced physical memory that is shared between the CPU
and GPU. Built with the following CPU: Quad-core ARM Cortex-A7 1.35 GHz with
support of VFP and NEON instructions.

There are some plug and play devices with great computing power, such as the Qualcomm
Turbo that is capable51 of processing 450 GigaFlops and has optimized algorithms to facilitate
the deployment of models. It has the following features:
●
●

CPU: Qualcomm SDA845 processor, 8x Qualcomm® Kryo385 @ 2.8GHz;
GPU: Adreno 630 GPU.

The other category are the modular boards. This type of device allows the incorporation of
other hardware devices onto the system such as sensors and, additionally, are capable of
handling ML or CV frameworks.

43

https://www.qualcomm.com/products/vision-intelligence-300-platform
https://www.fujitsu.com/global/products/computing/pc/edge-computing/intelliedge-a700appliance/index.html
45
https://www.seeedstudio.com/blog/2021/04/02/how-to-choose-hardware-for-edge-ml/
46
https://www.seeedstudio.com/Sipeed-Maix-Cube-p-4553.html
47
https://www.sophon.ai/product/introduce/se3.html
48
https://www.sophon.ai/product/introduce/se5.html
49
https://www.aaeon.com/en/ai/upx-edge-brainframe
50
https://qengineering.eu/jevois.html
51
https://www.embeddedcomputing.com/technology/iot/dev-kit-weekly-thundercomm-turbox-ai-kit
44
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One of the main producers of GPUs is NVIDIA, having a wide range of equipment with its
Jetson series. This series was selected because it is the only one with embedded computing
boards that satisfies the previously mentioned requirements (“Intel® Arria® 10 FPGAs &
SoCs”).
This series contains the following products
●
●
●
●
●

●
●
●
●

●

●

Jetson Nano Developer Kit52, with just 5 watts it is capable of supporting multiple
neural networks, making it a compact solution;
Jetson Nano 2GB Developer Kit53, similar to the previously presented version but
with only 2GB of memory;
Jetson Nano54, compact and capable computer for embedded applications;
Running between 11 and 13 FPS for the inception V4 model;
Jetson Xavier NX Developer Kit55, with just 10 watts is capable of outperforming the
most used eGPU, the TX2. It is ideal for developing multimodal AI applications;
Jetson Xavier NX56, allows a greater number of TOPS. For 10 watts it will have 14
TOPS and for 15 watts 21 TOPS. Thanks to its small size and capacity, it has great
use for embedded devices and edge computing. Running between 320 and 405
FPS for the inception V4 model;
Jetson AGX Xavier Developer Kit57, compact and powerful solution for instantiating
AI solutions. It has a very considerable increase in its performance and the energy
efficiency compared to its predecessor, the NVIDIA Jetson TX2;
Jetson AGX Xavier58, is a capable product able to have 32 TOPS with just 10 watts
of power. Running between 528 and 704 FPS, the inception V4 model;
Jetson AGX Xavier Industrial59, similar version of previous product, however, is only
capable of 20 TOPS;
Spideed Maxduino is an entry level solution It contains a camera module and is
capable of ML operation such as face detection. Built with :
o CPU: RISC-V Dual Core 64bit;
o GPU: QVGA;
Sipeed MAix BiT for RISC-V AI+IoT60, entry level solution for ML, supports tiny
YOLO, TensorFlow lite.
o CPU: RISC-V Dual Core 64bit, with FPU;
o GPU: KPU (Neural Network Processor) 64 KPU;
BeagleBone61 is based on Texas Instruments AM5729 and is optimized
for some models of PyTorch, Caffe and TensorFlow62.
o GPU: Dual-Core PowerVR SGX544 3D GPU,Vivante GC320 2D GPU, 2Dgraphics accelerator (BB2D) subsystem;

52

https://developer.nvidia.com/embedded/jetson-nano-developer-kit
https://developer.nvidia.com/embedded/jetson-nano-2gb-developer-kit#footnote
54
https://developer.nvidia.com/embedded/jetson-nano
55
https://developer.nvidia.com/embedded/jetson-xavier-nx-devkit
56
https://developer.nvidia.com/embedded/jetson-xavier-nx
57
https://developer.nvidia.com/embedded/jetson-agx-xavier-developer-kit
58
https://developer.nvidia.com/embedded/jetson-agx-xavier
59
https://developer.nvidia.com/embedded/jetson-agx-xavier-i
60
https://www.seeedstudio.com/Sipeed-MAix-BiT-for-RISC-V-AI-IoT-p-2872.html
61
https://www.element14.com/community/roadTestReviews/3206/l/beaglebone-ai-review
62
https://www.element14.com/community/roadTestReviews/3206/l/beaglebone-ai-review
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o

●

●
●
●

CPU: Dual Arm Cortex-A15 @1.5 GHz, 2x dual Arm Cortex-M4 coprocessors;
GAPUINO GAP8 Developer Kit63, is a System-on-a-Chip energy efficiency.
Developed to process machine learning algorithms on intelligent edge devices and
is capable of processing images, sound and even vibrations. Has the following
specifications:
o 512 Mbits of flash;
o 64 Mbits of DRAM;
BM1880 AI Hardware64 is an application-specific integrated circuit AI accelerator
able to accomplish 1 TOPS . Built with the following CPU: Dual-core Cortex
A53@1.5GHz and single-core RISC-V@1GHz;
Grove AI HAT for Edge Computing65, low-cost device capable of supporting edge
computing applications, built with the following CPU: dual-core 64-bit;
Khadas has multiple products in two series, the VIM66 and the Edge. Both are able
to be used in ML/CV context and support Tensorflow/Daknet, being the correct
selection depending on the use case.

OAK-D-CM367 capable of 4 TOPS with three built-in cameras which manage to have 25 FPS68.
Regarding the FPGAs devices, they have to be incorporated into a compatible board in order
to be properly used.
Intel has developed a vast range of FPGAs products, having two different lines: the Intel the
traditional FPGAs and the FPGAs& SOC FPGA, which integrates the processor with the
default FPGAs architecture. This integration decreases the size of the board and reduces the
power needed.
Some of the more relevant products of Intel are:
●
●

Intel Arria 10 FPGAs & SoCs is a midrange enterprise chipset capable of 1.5 TFLOPS.
With great electrical efficiency compared to previous versions;
Intel Stratix 10 NX FPGA (“Intel® Stratix® 10 NX FPGA”) depending on the data type
it can reach up to 2 TOPS/W.

Another alternative to Intel is Xilinx that developed Vitis AI which is a platform, that supports
frameworks such as Caffe, TensorFlow and PyTorch some of the benefits of these platform
are:
●
●

Pre-optimized model and the ability to prune up to 90% of a model;
Efficient compiler as well as a quantifier for model calibration operations.

According to studies conducted by Xilinx the ZU series has double the performance of Arria
10 SOC. It is pertinent to mention that various FPGA devices were not described, such as the
XC4000 line of Xilinx since they are considered obsolete.
The choice of hardware to be used for the purpose of this project has to be efficient in its use
of resources, while allowing the implementation of a relatively simple neural network model

63

https://pallavaggarwal.in/ai-hardware-platforms/#4_BeagleBoneR_AI_125
https://www.sophon.ai/product/introduce/bm1880.html
65
https://www.seeedstudio.com/Grove-AI-HAT-for-Edge-Computing-p-4026.html
66
https://www.khadas.com/vim
67
https://shop.luxonis.com/collections/all/products/depthai-rpi-compute-module-edition
68
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1QmPQ58NkaxO_Tz1Uzj9LlZcsyZ4Vw7hi/view
64
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able to process video feed from cameras. On the other side, the power consumption of the
opted platform is of paramount importance.
Our approach in the project is to perform the platform selection for the Smart City Video
Surveillance scenario based on a performance – power trade-off. While Think Silicon platform
(NEOX accelerator; Section 6) offers the solution with the lowest power consumption in the
market, more work is needed to verify that the said platform is able to meet the
performance/latency requirements posed by the use case (see D1.1[1]). However, in order to
address the latter issue, we need to optimize the AI/ML in various ways (e.g., performing model
compression and minimization provide by the AI-SDK tool of Think Silicon). This analysis will
be done as part of Task 2.2 of WP2.
Apart from the Think Silicon platform and based on the above analysis, various other
commercial solutions will be examined as part of WP2. Another important factor is the ease of
programmability of the selected devices e.g., SDK support and support for popular libraries
such as TensorFlow as well as the ease of integration with existing models. Our next step will
be to select the platform with the lower power consumption (still highest compared to Think
Silicon platform) and extract its performance characteristics. This process will continue till a
suitable platform is found.

5.2 TSN over 5G
In Afforadble5G, we focus on 5G NPN for Industrial 4.0 scenarios, where TSN over 5G is
required. While TSN is quite broad term, we are evaluating applicability of Frame Preemption
(IEEE 802.1Qbu governs the TSN bridge management features, and IEEE 802.3br governs
the Ethernet MAC elements) for 5G NPN. To implement and to evaluate the potential solution,
TSN gateways are required. The figure below depicts TSN-over-5G use case, which we are
planning to investigate as part of the project.

Figure 25 : TSN over 5G architecture

The TSN traffic is running between TSN-A and TSN-B networks, interconnected by 5G NR
network.
Here we see new functional elements, DS-TT and NW-TT, performing translation of TSN traffic
before and after passing the 5G network. This scenario is based on 3GPP rel. 16 [14] and is
relevant for Industry 4.0 vertical. The lab setup for the integration and evaluation TSN over 5G
is planned at UMA facilities in Malaga.
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5.2.1

TSN COTS platforms

The variety of TSN-aware COTS platforms have been announced in 2020, with general
availability in 2021. For the evaluation purposed, we have examined the following COTS
platforms:
1. NXP LS1028A-TSN69. This board combines LS1028A multi-core CPU and discrete
TSN switch with 5 ports. See the figure below. The device runs OpenIL (Open Industrial
Linux), which is optimized for Industrial payload. This device was postponed because
it requires substantial ARM-based development resources, unavailable at the moment.
2. NXP i.MX8M Mini EVK70. This board is based on multi-core CPU i.MX8M and it has
single TSN 1GE copper port. The device has M.2 PCIe socket which we intend to use
for connection of 5G Modem. This device cannot process 2Gbps traffic with reasonable
latency, as the packet processing is done in CPU, so it was rejected because of
insufficient performance
3. Advantech’s rugged “ICR-4453” 5G NR router71 runs Conel OS Linux on a Cortex-A72
SoC with 5x GbE ports, an SFP cage, 2x mini-PCIe, 2x SIM, and USB, serial, and CAN
connections. TSN feature set presumable is the same as LS1028A-TSN. This device
has been rejected because of its high cost.

Figure 26 : NXP LS1028A CPU

4. Intel® NUC 11 Pro Kit NUC11TNHi70L72, availability Q3-21. This COTS devise has
Dual Ethernet Controller i225-LM (Foxville) with extensive TSN support, including
Frame Preemption (802.3br). An additional non-TSN Ethernet port can be added via

69

https://www.nxp.com/products/processors-and-microcontrollers/arm-processors/layerscapeprocessors/layerscape-1028a-applications-processor:LS1028A
70

https://www.variscite.com/variscite-productsimx8/?ad=mini&utm_source=google&utm_medium=cpc&utm_campaign=737079000&utm_content=52967487743
5&utm_term=i.mx8m%20mini&gclid=CjwKCAjwgISIBhBfEiwALE19SXzYsLfQw0Fae6Wi8Vo0ZhtU0fVfgj0L4tJEzLoXfoIUnIlnFSZKBoC-IcQAvD_BwE
71
https://www.automation.com/en-us/products/december-2020/advantech-ultra-high-speed-5g-router-edgecomputin
72 https://ark.intel.com/content/www/us/en/ark/products/212513/intel-nuc-11-pro-kit-nuc11tnhi70l.html
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USB-ETH converter. This port cannot be directly handled by DPDK application;
however, it might be used for jitter-insensitive traffic (e.g., CCTV video stream) and
processed via DPDK KNI.
5. MicroChip LAN9662, availability Q4-21 [16]. This device has two optical GE ports; we
are planning to check its applicability when it becomes available for the evaluation.
6. Relyum TSN Bridge73, based on Xilinx UltraScale™ SoC74 FPGA. This manageable
TSM switch has a comprehensive TSN support on 4x Optical GE ports.
Relyim TSN Bridge (6) has been selected for the TSN setup in Affordable5G project because
of its availability and support from the vendor. The future evaluation of devices (5) will be
considered after initial integration of TSN setup at Malaga site.

5.2.2

TSN-aware PCIe cards

Those cards contain FPGA for implementation of 802.3br and optionally a standard MAC-PCI
block. During the course of the project, we have analyzed the following PCI cards:
1. Intel® FPGA PAC N300075. It is Programmable Accelerator Card (PAC) based on
Arria10 FPGA. Power 100W
2. Silicom Oakham FPGA PAC76. It is similar to #1, but it has two standard Intel Fortville
Ethernet Controller XL710-BM2. While it allows us to use the standard i40e Ethernet
drivers, the power consumption is increased by approx. 50W
3. Intel® Ethernet Network Adapter I225-T177 – a single copper 1-2.5GE port card, can be
used in any COTS platform, power is 1.92 W. The drawback of this card is low port
density, but Quad port variant is planned in 2022.
4. Relyum TSN Bridge NIC78 This is a different form factor of the standalone Relyum TSN
Bridge mentioned in earlier in this chapter, it has 2x optical GE TSN ports.
NIC cards (3) and (4) have been selected for the TSN setup in Affordable5G project because
of their low power consumption, cost and reasonable integration efforts.

5.2.3

NW-TT and DS-TT

NW-TT and DS-TT elements perform translation of TSN service over 5G network. TSN
communication for 5G was introduced in 3GPP Rel 16 [15]. NW-TT is connected to UPF and
TSN switch, and DS-TT is connected to UE and TSN switch. NW-TT and DS-TT optionally
support:
- hold and forward functionality for the purpose of de-jittering;

73

https://www.relyum.com/web/rely-tsn-bridge/

74

https://www.xilinx.com/products/silicon-devices/soc/zynq-ultrascale-mpsoc.html

75

https://ark.intel.com/content/www/us/en/ark/products/193920/intel-fpga-pac-n3000.html
https://www.silicom-usa.com/pr/fpga-based-cards/10-gigabit-fpga-cards/oakham-fpga-programmableacceleration-card/
77 https://ark.intel.com/content/www/us/en/ark/products/211808/intel-ethernet-network-adapter-i225t1.html
78 https://www.relyum.com/web/rely-tsn-pcie/
76
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- per-stream filtering and policing as defined in IEEE Std 802.1Q
The concept of NW-TT and DS-TT is novel, so there are no ready-to-use solutions in the
industry yet.
Taking in account that the processing latency is critical for successful operations, NW-TT and
DS-TT functions cannot be implemented on general purpose CPU and thus require HW
optimization.
Initially we considered to use an FPGA for implementation NW-TT and DS-TT functions. In
order to be able to connect to existing UE, UPF and TSN ports, the FPGA is embedded in SFP
form factor. This SFP also has embedded CPU for configuration and house-keeping
functionality. In proposed architecture, NW-TT and DS-TT acts as a bump-in-a-wire connecting
DN to the 5G network. After feasibility study we have decided to move towards DPDK-based
software implementation for both NW-TT and DS-TT, mainly because it allows faster
prototyping cycle.

5.3 UE
This chapter covers available 5G UE, which considered to be used in the project. The main
difference between UE devices is the 5G NR modem chipset. According to the IoT business
report, there are six 5G modem chip suppliers (Qualcomm, HiSilicon. Samsung, MediaTek,
UNISOC and Sanechips) in the market79.
Qualcomm Snapdragon X series has better documentation, availability and support than either
HiSilicon/Huawei or MediaTek/Intel devices. More information can be found in [44].

5.3.1

M.2/USB 3.1 pluggable devices

Mainstream COTS modules have two form factors: M.2 module and USB dongle.
Those with M.2 Key B form factor have 1x lane of PCIe gen 3 interface or USB3.1 and could
be inserted into M.2 PCIe socket of a COTS platform. Second option is USB3.1 dongle,
allowing external plug-in to the most available COTS platforms. M.2 form factor has an
advantage for the industrial/IoT deployment scenario: its mechanical design allows firm
securing the module in the M.2 socket. To evaluate M.2 for factor modems of COTS platform
without M.2 socket, we can use an adapter module80, which converts M.2 Key B to USB type
A module.
For instance, we are considering the following UE modules based on Qualcomm Snapdragon
X55 5G modem RF ASIC:
1. Sierra Wireless EM9190/EM919181
2. Telit FN98082

79

https://iotbusinessnews.com/2019/12/10/15920-non-handset-5g-device-market-outlook/
https://ltefix.com/shop/pcie-m-2/m-2-ngff/usb3-to-ngff-m-2-key-b-3050-5g-adapter-enclosure-with-sim-card-slot/
81 https://www.sierrawireless.com/products-and-solutions/embedded-solutions/products/em9191/
82
https://y1cj3stn5fbwhv73k0ipk1eg-wpengine.netdna-ssl.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/02/Telit_FN980FN980m_Datasheet.pdf
80
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5.3.2

5G CPE

An example of an integrated 5G CPE is ICR-4453 Ethernet gateway, provided by Advantech.
In Affordable5G it might be useful if the SW is open and allows to configure the modem
features. As a part of WP2 we might analyze this device applicability.
Another device is Huawei 4G/5G CPE Pro283, based on Balong 5000 ASIC. This specific SKU
(H112-372: One Wan / Lan GE port, one Lan GE port, one SIM card slot (Nano-SIM) claims
to support 5G network slicing and has being integrated by Eurecom; this makes this device a
preferable candidate for TSN setup.

5.3.3

3GPP feature set

3GPP Rel 15 is widely supported by the 5G chipset and modem vendors since 2020. Year
2021 seems the year when Rel 16 compatible devices will be available in the market.
5.3.3.1 UE processing pipeline
A typical modem has embedded CPU running real-time optimized Yocto Linux operational
system. Usually, the 5G stack implementation is based on Linux kernel IP stack, which might
introduce a volatile latency variation.
The protocol between a UE and connected device consists of control and data messages
shared the same physical media (USB3.1 or PCIe). While DS-TT device has HW accelerated
switching between native Ethernet ports, USB 3.1/PCIe interface used for connection to the
modem in most cases handled by CPU.
Linux kernel IP stack supports those devices [17], but as a result we can only work with PDU
type IPv4/IPv6. Other PDU types defined in 3GPP Rel 15, such as “Ethernet” and
“Unstructured” cannot be used in this case.
An alternative would be creating user space application taking Ethernet packets from the NIC
and sending it directly to the Modem ring buffers though PCIe bus. At the moment it is not clear
if such ring buffer API is provided by the vendors – need further investigation and requests
from the vendors, however it does not seem to be a mainstream solution.
5.3.3.2

MBIM protocol

MBIM protocol became widely accepted by the modem vendors. The protocol defined two
independent channels: Control and Data [19].

83

https://consumer.huawei.com/en/routers/5g-cpe-pro/specs/
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Figure 27 : MBIM logical layers for Control and Data channels

IPS<n> means raw IPv4/IPv6 stream with session ID <n>.
DSS<k> means Device Service Stream with session ID <k>. Device Service Stream is a best
effort service.
A most efficient way to keep the processing latency bounded is to accelerate packet processing
in HW, while keeping control channel processing in a CPU. A FPGA would combine Data and
Control channels in a single MBIM and send it over USB link towards 5G Modem. The latency
variation for the data packets in worst case will be the control packet TX time over USB link.
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6

AI/ML PROCESSING AT EDGE LEVEL

At the hardware level, one of the building blocks of the Affordable5G architecture is the
NEOX™ embedded multicore inference processor of Think Silicon. NEOX (Figure 28) is a
parallel multicore and multithreaded GPU architecture based on the RISC-V RV64C ISA
instruction set84 . In the final version of the product, the number of cores will vary from 4 to 64
cores organized in 1-16 cluster elements with configurable cache sizes and thread counts.
Depending on cluster / core configuration, NEOX compute power is expected to range from
12.8 to 409.6 GFLOPS at 800MHz with support for FP16, FP32 and optionally FP64 and SIMD
instructions.

Figure 28 : The NEOX architecture

The competitive advantage of the NEOX accelerator is its low power consumption, thus the
target is to use the NEOX accelerator (realized in an FPGA board) for executing the AI/ML
applications at the edge level. Currently, two specific applications have been identified: The
Computer Vision Analytics for Emergencies (CVAE) applications (developed by UBI) and AIbased 5G power management applications at the edge level (developed by NKUA).
More specifically, for the CVAE applications, two main software modules will be offloaded in
the NEOX accelerator: The Edge Object Detection and the Edge Object Classification. The
NEOX accelerator will be integrated and prototyped in an FPGA device and connected to the
rest of the system through a dual core ARM processor (running a standard Linux OS). The
target will be to execute these modules with minimal energy consumption. In the rest of this
section, we will present the current development stage (both at the SW and HW levels) of
NEOX accelerator.

6.1 NEOX New Custom Instructions
In this section we present our ISA extensions on RISC-V. More specifically, we present the
software infrastructure for optimizing neural network execution on RISC-V with ISA extensions.
Our ISA extensions are derived from the RISC-V Vector ISA proposal, and we develop
optimized implementations of the critical kernels such as convolution and matrix multiplication
using these instructions. These optimized functions are subsequently added to the TensorFlow
Lite source code and cross-compiled for RISC-V. We find that only a small set of instruction
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extensions achieves coverage over a wide variety of deep neural networks designed for vision
and speech-related tasks.

RV64GC

Graphics

AI

Extensions

Extensions

(optional)

(optional)

Custom
Instructions

Figure 29 : NEOX ISA extensions

Figure 30 : Software infrastructure. ‘Intrinsics’ are implemented using C inline assembly functions.

A straightforward way to increase the performance in the processor design is to rely on the
application parallelism. While there are many ways to explore parallelism, we currently
concentrate on increasing the instruction level parallelism through vectorization. Our ISA
extensions are derived from the RISC-V vector ISA proposal. We selected a subset of the
instructions necessary to implement the key machine learning kernels. We developed the toolchain by augmenting the software environment with the right inline assembly support and
building the run-time that can effectively map the high-level macros to the low-level ISA
execution. We added basic compiler support for the extended instructions using C inline
assembly functions. The C inline assembly functions are used to implement TensorFlow Lite
[25] kernel operations such as convolution and matrix multiplication. We added these optimized
functions to TensorFlow Lite source code and cross-compiled them for RISC- V target. We
modified Spike [26], an instruction set simulator, to support the extended instructions.
Subsequently, we used Spike for functional verification and for benchmarking machine
learning models. We use the executed instruction count as the metric to compare the modified
RISC-V ISA with ARM v-8A with NEON Advanced SIMD extensions [27].

6.1.1

Compiler support for ISA extensions

We present our infrastructure for building TensorFlow Lite for RISC- V target (Figure 30). As
part of the software infrastructure, we have implemented a subset of instructions from RISC-V
V ISA extension (draft v0.5)85. The list of supported instructions can be found in the
specification document. These instructions are supported using C inline assembly functions.
We provide detailed description of modifications to the compiler tool-chain, Spike and
TensorFlow Lite in the following subsections. We use inline assembly functions to enable vector
instruction support. The functions are known to the compiler and are mapped to a sequence of
one or more assembly instructions. For example, the code snippet in Listing 1 shows the
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implementation of the vector load template function. The function loads an array of elements
to the vector register “va1”. The number of elements to load is config- ured at run-time by
setting two Control Status Register (CSR), i.e., vcfg and vl as required by the RISC-V V ISA
extension.
The C inline assembly functions are compiled into assembly code using the RISC-V GCC toolchain. The assembly code is then con- verted into machine code using GNU assembler (GAS)
[29]. GAS is implemented in two sections, the front-end that handles the parsing of assembly
code and the back-end that generates the machine code. We added support for various RISCV instructions in the GAS front-end to parse the extended instructions and check if the
instruction has a valid opcode and operands. Subsequently, the GAS back-end generates the
corresponding machine code for the extended instructions. We then modified the Spike ISA
simulator to verify the functionality of the extended instructions.

6.1.2

Instruction simulation support on Spike ISS

Spike is a RISC-V Instruction Set Simulator and implements a functional model of RISC-V
processor. Spike is a functional simulator that ignores internal delays such as I/O accesses or
memory transactions. Therefore, the simulations are not cycle accurate. Spike executes a user
space program using proxy kernel for handling the system calls from a C standard library
functions.
Therefore, we modified the Spike simulator. We extended the class regfile_t with vector
registers and macros to read/write values to the registers. In order to load/store data from
memory, we extended the class mmu_t with macros for loading/storing multiple data from
memory.
Similar to the scalar pipeline, a memory request is handled by the TLB unit in Spike. We also
modified the class processor_t to configure the two vector CSRs; vcfg CSR and vl CSR. As
specified in RISC-V Vector ISA extension, the vcfg CSR configures the vector unit by setting
the highest number of enabled vector registers in vregmax CSR and the maximum width of
elements in vemaxw CSR. The vl CSR holds the current active vector length. Finally, we added
support in Spike for all the instructions. These modifications enabled simulation of the vector
instructions. We added functionality to Spike interactive debug mode to facilitate tracing and
debugging.

6.1.3

RISC-V target for TensorFlow Lite

TensorFlow Lite is a lightweight deep learning framework for mobile and embedded devices
[25]. It compresses a TensorFlow model to a .tflite model that has a small binary size. This
enables on-device machine learning and uses hardware acceleration to improve performance.
The TensorFlow Lite source code has two implementations; reference_ops and
optimized_ops, for machine learning kernels such as convolution and depthwise-convolution.
The reference_ops implementation is portable, hardware-independent and uses standard
C/C++ libraries. The optimized_ops is a hardware specific optimized implementation of kernel
operations using gemmlowp, Eigen libraries [31] [26] and other processor specific
optimizations. For example, in the case of ARM processors, the optimized_ops implementation
leverages gemmlowp, Eigen libraries and Neon instructions [27] to optimize kernel operations.
To support RISC-V target for Tensorflow Lite, we modified some functions to remove library
dependencies not supported by [25] in reference_ops. This made the reference_ops
implementation portable and capable of running on mobile and embedded device with RISC-
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V processors. The C inline assembly functions were used for constructing SIMD-aware
optimized functions to be used in optimized_ops implementation for RISC-V vector processors.
We cross-compiled the TensorFlow Lite source code for RISC-V ISA and executed .tflite
models on Spike. With the infrastructure in place, we generate a binary that can run on a RISCV processor that has micro-architectural support for the RISC-V V ISA extension.

6.1.4

Current Experimental Results

In this section, we evaluate the code optimizations for RISC-V and compare it with ARM
processors, as ARM processors are the most commonly used processors for mobile systems.
For comparison purpose we define the Region Of Interest (ROI) as the execution of interpreter>Invoke() function in TensorFlow Lite. The deep learning models [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] [38]
used in our evaluation can be seen in the following figure. These are commonly used machinelearning inference models that are deployed on mobile devices. We cover a wide range of
applications using these benchmark models. The models are 32-bit floating point .tflite models
and are hosted on TensorFlow Lite website [25].
To evaluate the performance of deep learning models, the ARM HPI was configured with 16KB
L1 I$, 16KB L1 D$ and without L2$ 2. In this section, we will use the term ARM-base for the
baseline implementation of TensorFlow Lite using reference_ops, and ARM-opt for the
implementation of TensorFlow Lite using optimized_ops. We inserted m5_reset_stats and
m5_dump_stats functions in TensorFlow Lite source code to get gem5 performance stats for
ROI. We used number of cycles and committed instructions as our performance metrics for
evaluation.

Figure 31 : Number of committed instructions for RV-base-v2, ARM-base, RV-opt-v1 optimized with
128bits registers, ARM-opt and RV-opt-v2 optimized with 256bit registers for various deep learning
models.

For RISC-V, RV-base and RV-opt represents the RISC-V cross-compiled binaries of
TensorFlow Lite using reference_ops and optimized_ops, respectively. We relied on a in-order
5-stage pipeline Rocket core realized in Zedboard to evaluate the performance of benchmarks
for RV-base. The Rocket core is configured with 16KB L1 I$, 16KB L1 D$ and without L2$, as
the current version of Rocket chip does not support L2$. We used hardware performance
counters, specifically the cycle CSR and instret CSR for evaluation. For this work we use Spike
to benchmark number of committed instructions of deep learning benchmarks for RV-opt.
ARM-base and RV-base are cross-complied from the same source code. Although in both
cases, we used “-O3” compiler flag, we noticed that the number of committed instructions and
corresponding cycles in ROI were higher for RV-base as compared to ARM-base. Figure 31
shows the number of committed instructions and number of cycles for four variants of
MobileNet model used in image classification workload. Figure 31 show the number of
committed instructions and cycles are ∼2X higher for RV-base-v1 in comparison to ARM-base.
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Here, RV-base-v1 corresponds to cross-complied from TensorFlow Lite reference_ops. The
difference in instruction and cycle count is due to the difference in the compiler optimizations.
As the ARM cross-compiler has matured over the years, the compiler optimizes a nested loops
in source code such that the inner-most loop has few instructions. We updated the source code
to replicate the compiler loop optimizations. We refer to this updated version as RV-base-v2.
As shown in the figure, the loop optimization reduced the number of committed instructions
and cycles for RV-base-v2, and these numbers are now comparable to that of ARM-base. For
the rest of our analysis, we will use RV-base-v2 and ARM-base as our baseline
implementations.
We next compare ARM-opt and RV-opt implementations using the number of committed
instructions for the deep learning model. ARM-opt implements ARM Neon extension. ARM
Neon extension has a fixed SIMD width of 128bits. The benchmark models use single precision
floating point; therefore the processor operates on 4 single floating precision values in one
instruction. We set the RISC-V vector register width to be 128bits for a fair comparison with
ARM processor with Neon extension. Also, we evaluated the setup for vector register width of
256bits. Figure 31 shows the comparison of ARM-base, RV-base-v2, ARM-opt and RV-opt-v1
with 128bits register widths and RV-opt-v2 256bits register widths using deep learning models.
As expected, the number of committed instructions are similar (across all the models) for ARMbase and RV-base-v2. On average, across all benchmarks the number of committed
instructions for RV-opt-v1 is 1.25X lower than the ARM-opt. In deep learning models where
‘CONV’ are the dominant layers, RV-opt-v1 has consistently less instructions than ARM-opt.
In the case of models where LSTM layers are dominant, ARM-opt has consistently less
instructions than RV-opt-v1. This is because of difference in code optimization for ARM and
RISC-V. ARM-opt implementation uses block vector-matrix multiplication for LSTM layers. The
instruction count for RV-opt-v1 can be improved by implementing block vector-matrix
multiplication.
On average, we achieved a 8X reduction on number of committed instructions using RV-optv1 implementation in comparison to RV-base. We see an additional ∼2X reduction in the
number of committed instructions using RV-opt with 256bits register width.

6.2 NEOX AI-SDK
Apart from the hardware architecture, the NEOX processor is associated by an end-to-end
SDK tool, called AI SDK. NEOX AI SDK is a collection of many open source and proprietary
tools for analysing, visualizing, converting, compressing, and deploying on pre-trained and
post-trained AI/ML/NN models on the NEOX architecture. The AI SDK is based on TensorFlow
Lite, and it supports the most widely used model formats. The tools allow to perform various
iterative steps in model compression and model analysis, until the desired balance between
"accuracy-performance-memory" is achieved.
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Figure 32 : NEOX Ai-SDK workflow

ML Stats calculator evaluates an ML model performance against a given dataset and provides
ML metrics to the user

SDK Graph Analyzer analyses a model graph and provides:
•
•
•

Operator/Tensor statistics
Weights sizes
RAM/ROM estimation
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SDK Graph Visualizer visualizes a model graph providing an ASCII image

Figure 33 : The NEOX|Bits prototyping platform

6.3 Neox FPGA Prototype
As noted, the NEOX accelerator will be realized in a high-capacity FPGA platform with the
codename NEMA®|Bits (mainly used as a pre-sales tool). NEMA®|Bits is an out-of-box
software environment designed to showcase and validate the graphics and AI technology
developed by Think Silicon. More information about NEMA®|Bits can be found in D4.1 [41].
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7 LATENCY ASSESSMENT METHODOLOGY AND LATENCY
OPTIMIZED ARCHITECTURE
7.1 Latency-optimized packet processing
The most efficient packet processing framework for x86 COTS is DPDK. This user-space
framework dramatically improves latency and delay variation comparing to Linux Kernel, but
in absolute values still can’t compete with hardware-assisted packet forwarding [20]; an
example of measured latency for DPDK is shown below:

Figure 34 : Latencies with DPDK L2 Forward in a bare metal deployment

Applicability of DPDK for TSN and specifically for an industrial control might be found in [9].
DPDK framework is optimized for throughput in first place. The packets are processed in
batches, which allows to minimize instruction cache missed. As result, the latency of a DPDK
application is suboptimal, especially for low-bandwidth traffic. It is explained in [20]:
“When the input rate is low, there is a significant delay until the buffer is full of packets and can
be sent to the network card which causes: (a) high latency on the first packet that is buffered,
since it has to wait for 31 more packets to arrive and be processed and (b) high variation in
latency, due to the difference in waiting time between the first packet that gets buffered and
the last one before the buffer is flushed. This effect on DPDK’s Layer 2 forwarding application
has been reported by Kawashima et al.”
Another effect of an application based on DPDK framework is burst amplification; latest also
has a negative impact on overall latency variance in the network.
We are investigating latency and jitter-optimized DPDK forwarding for TSN packet processing,
especially for NW-TT and UPF functional blocks.

7.2 Latency assessment methodology
For assessment latency and jitter in Affordable5G, we use the following methodology, suitable
for indoor lab facilities.
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Figure 35 : One-way latency assessment setup

The elements shown in the Figure 35 are:
•
•
•

TRGEN – traffic generator and analyzer
DUT – Device under test
Media converter – optical to Electrical Ethernet converter, needed if the DUT does not
have optical Ethernet ports.

Optical ports allow splitting of RX and TX path. As shown in the picture, traffic generator sends
packets through TX part of the optical port and expects it back on RX part. ADVA traffic
generator performs timestamping on egress and ingress with 8 ns accuracy and measures
one-way latency as required in the Annex L.3 in IEEE Std 802.1Q-2018: “The end-to-end oneway latency is measured from the arrival of the last bit at the ingress edge port of the bridged
network to the transmission of the last bit by the egress edge port of the bridged network”.
An example of using this method for DL latency measurement for TSN use case and it is
illustrated below.

Figure 36 : DL latency measurement

7.3 DPDK-based design
DPDK dedicates certain CPU core(s) to be the packet receiver threads and uses a permanent
polling mode in the driver to ensure the quickest possible response to arriving packets.
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7.3.1

UPF prototype software

In order to investigate latency-bound TSN traffic over 5G, we are developing a UPF prototype
software with limited functionality. The goal is to explore potential blueprint for creating a real
UPF in the future.
We split UPF functionality into two applications interconnected via an API. First application is
fast-path UPF-U, performing actual user plane packets forwarding. Second is UPF-C,
implementing slow path. As a slow path, UPF-C can be implemented as a regular socket
application, either in Python or C. To implement UPF-U application we are using DPDK 19.08
framework.

Figure 37 : UPF-C and UPF-U applications

We use the following notation for Ethernet ports
• U-port: Uplink port, towards CU-UP
• E-port: Expedited traffic
• P-port: Regular traffic
A high-level design of the UPF-U DPDK application is shown here.

Figure 38 : UPF-U prototype DPDK app design

UPF-U application is processing total of four user flows simultaneously:
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1. E-flow, incoming Ethernet traffic from E-port
2. P-flow, incoming Ethernet traffic from P-port
3. U-E-flow, incoming GTP-U traffic carrying expedited Ethernet PDU
4. U-P-flow, incoming GTP-U traffic carrying regular Ethernet PDU
The design goal is to minimize the impact of regular traffic over expedited one; we achieved
the goal by the strict resource separation, incorporating the following steps:
•
•
•

A dedicated CPU (thread) was allocated per flow, no cache sharing between CPUs.
E-flow and P-flow use dedicated Ethernet port resources.
For shared 10GE port we use hardware-accelerated resource separation methods for
both ingress and egress. Ingress traffic is diverted into two Rx queues using Receive
Side Scaling (RSS). Egress traffic is sent to different Tx Queues with different TC;
Weighted-Strict priority scheduler is used to prioritize expedited flow.

7.3.2

TSN-Translator software

To investigate TSN-Translator functionality, we are developing a special combination of
hardware and software. The idea is to keep Expedited traffic with lowest latency and to
manipulate the packet ordering of Regular traffic to minimize the impact of the latest on jitter
of Expedited traffic.
An example of Expedited Ethernet traffic is real-time closed-loop control packets; typical
payload size: 40 - 300 bytes, low bandwidth (<100 Mbps).
A Regular traffic example is CCTV video stream with payload size 1492 bytes and the
bandwidth > 100 Mbps.
The used hardware platform is ADVA FSP-150 ProVMe86 product, which has built-in FPGAbased traffic generator and analyzer as well as an extension slot with Xeon-D 15XX CPU. The
platform has 6x Fiber/Copper GE traffic ports and 2x backplane GE traffic ports for internal
connectivity with Xeon-D. Management path is isolated from traffic path.

Figure 39 : TT platform block diagram

Ports 7 and 8 are connected via backplane to Xeon-D embedded Ethernet MACs (x552).

86

https://www.adva.com/en/products/packet-edge-and-aggregation/edge-computing/fsp-150-provme-series
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Expedited traffic is forwarded by FPGA, while Regular one goes over both FPGA and CPU.

Figure 40 : NW- TT and UPF-U test setup

ECPA stands for EtherJack™ Connection Performance Analyzer; it is built-in RFC 2544 test
generator and analyzer implemented in FPGA of ADVA Ethernet devices. ECPA can generate
up to three streams simultaneously. As shown in Figure 40, ECPA injects traffic into RX
pipeline of the port A3 and expects it back in TX pipeline on the same port. Two streams are
configured:
•
•

Stream 1 simulating Expedited traffic, with small packets (64B) and bandwidth 100
Mbps
Stream 2 simulation Regular traffic, with large packets (1400B) and bandwidth 200
Mbps

This setup is chosen as a best option for latency and jitter assessment because of its simplicity.
Other options, while less resource demanding, were evaluated and rejected.
1. Option where both TT and UPF ran on the same Xeon-D CPU
a. UPF adds significant encapsulation overhead (GTP-U) to the Ethernet Frame.
The overhead is 50 bytes: Ethernet(14) +IPv4(20)+UDP(8)+GTPU(8). As such,
UPF uplink preferable to be 10GE, however 1GE link can be used as well.
2. Option where TT has a single 1GE uplink.
a. TT introduces a large burstiness to the traffic. The scheduler on N1 port cannot
guarantee the proper strict priority for Expedited traffic
b. DPDK ingress flow split is less efficient on 1GE ports than on 10GE ports
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DPDK TT prototype application is shown below.

Figure 41 : DPDK TT prototype application

We allocate a dedicated CPU (lcore) per port’s RX queue handling; processing is done until
the pipeline completion. This application is supposed to be unmanageable, so no additional
interfaces are needed.
To assess the latency of DPDK-based application we are setting an external loop on port P1
and injecting IPv4 traffic on port P1. The packet passes through the pipeline twice, and we
measure Min, Max and Avg latency.
DS-TT is located after UE. Its connection can be done either via 2x GE ports or a single GE
port, like as shown in the picture. Single GE port is more complicated because we must enforce
the resource separation between E and P-flow. On FPGA RX pipeline this separation is
achieved by design, and on UE TX path we should split E and P-flow into different TX queues
with strict priority for Expedited flow.

Figure 42 : DS-TT connected to UE

Alternatively, we might consider an option with an external 10GE 2x1 GE switch located
between UE and DS-TT.

7.4 DPDK latency tuning
7.4.1

x86 platform settings

Latency-optimized settings for x86 platform are well described in [24].
To summarize it, we should go over the following checklist:
1. BIOS customization
a. Disable CPU lower state to avoid the CPU turning to deeper sleep states.
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b. [Optional] Disable hyper-threading because the logic cores that share resource
with other logic cores can introduce latency. Shared resources between two
sibling lcores are L1 i-cache/d-cache, L2 and L3 cache
c. Disable virtualization and monitor options because they introduce latency in
memory access
2. Linux command line
a. Enable HugePages; larger but fewer pages are needed. This reduces the
number of Translation Lookaside Buffers (TLBs, high speed translation caches)
and consequently the time to translate a virtual page address to a physical page
address.
b. isolcpus - remove cores from the general kernel SMP balancing and scheduler
algorithms
c. rcu_nocbs - prevents Read-Copy-Update (RCU) callback routines from being
executed on the targeted cores •
d. nohz_full - disables kernel timer tick interrupt. Triggered at a periodic interval to
keep track of kernel statistics such as CPU and memory usage
e. tsc=reliable - disables clock source stability check interrupt for the Time Stamp
Counter on all cores
3. Linux services
a. IRQ service
b. Disable Linux CPU governor which defines the CPU power-saving policies.
echo performance | /usr/bin/tee
/sys/devices/system/cpu/cpu*/cpufreq/scaling_governor

Here is an example of Linux command line from one of the platforms
[root@uma2 ~]# cat /proc/cmdline
BOOT_IMAGE=/vmlinuz-4.14.79-adva-23
root=/dev/mapper/connector_vg-root1
ro
rootfallback=/dev/mapper/connector_vg-root2 crashkernel=auto vconsole.keymap=us
vconsole.font=latarcyrheb-sun16
rhgb
quiet
net.ifnames=0
biosdevname=0
console=ttyS0,115200n8 console=ttyUSB0,115200n8 iommu=pt intel_iommu=on isolcpu=17 nohz_full=1-7 rcu_nocbs=1-7 processor.max_cstate=1 intel_idle.max_cstate=0
selinux=0 enforcing=0 nmi_watchdog=0 audit=0 mce=off kthread_cpus=0 irqaffinity=0
skew_tick=1 nosoftlockup nohz=on transparent_hugepage=never default_hugepagesz=1G
hugepagesz=1G hugepages=12 intel_pstate=disable tsc=reliable

To automate this check list procedure, we have developed a Python scripts87 which perform
DPDK readiness check for a Linux platform. The script has been tested for CentOS 7 Linux
distro. An example of output is shown below

87

https://github.com/advaoptical/Affordable5G/blob/main/dpdk-check-sys.py
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Figure 43: dpdk-check-sys.py output

7.4.2

NIC latency tuning options

Taking for the analysis Xeon-D SoC CPUs, the following SoC integrated NIC where of interest
in the WP2.
•
•
•

X552, 10GE NIC in Xeon-D 15XX family, ixgbe driver
X772, 40GE NIC in Xeon-D 21XX family, i40e driver
X882, 100GE NIC in Ice Lake-D (Idaville), available Q4-2021, i100e driver

Those embedded NICs share the same features set with discrete Intel NIC controllers X550,
X770, X880, respectively.
There are also hardware-specific parameters which might help to reduce delay of the first RX
packet. One example is ITR parameter.
• Time-based Interrupt Throttling — ITR
If the packet rate is very slow, the receive descriptor is written back when ITR timeout,
otherwise it is written back when cache line is full (4 descriptors/packets). Changing ITR setting
in e1000, ixgbe and i40e DPDK drivers is FFS.
•

ixgbe: Transmit Descriptor Fetch and Write-back Settings. In order to reduce
transmission latency, it is recommended to set the PTHRESH value as high as possible
while the HTHRESH and WTHRESH as low as possible (down to zero). It is default
DPDK 19.08.2 configuration
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

/*
* Default values for RX/TX configuration
*/
#define IXGBE_DEFAULT_RX_FREE_THRESH 32
#define IXGBE_DEFAULT_RX_PTHRESH
8
#define IXGBE_DEFAULT_RX_HTHRESH
8
#define IXGBE_DEFAULT_RX_WTHRESH
0
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define

IXGBE_DEFAULT_TX_FREE_THRESH
IXGBE_DEFAULT_TX_PTHRESH
IXGBE_DEFAULT_TX_HTHRESH
IXGBE_DEFAULT_TX_WTHRESH
IXGBE_DEFAULT_TX_RSBIT_THRESH
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…

7.5 DPDK latency measurements
Intel Corporation, 2020 mentioned the following numbers: with Dynamic Device
Personalization (DDP)88 for 700 and 800 series NIC, Samsung UPF forwarding performance
reached 305 Gbps while (one way) latency also saw an improvement, decreasing to 69 µs with
DDP in subsequent tests [17].
Similar numbers also provided by Intel and SK [22]: Throughput more than 200 Gbps, Latency
70 µs.
In this project we played with two basic DPDK application parameters: Burst size (default is
32) and TX poll interval (default is 10 µs).
The testing setup for latency measurement is shown on the figure below.

Figure 44 : UPF latency test setup

For running DPDK code we used Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU D-1539 @ 1.60GHz, 32GB of DDR4,
Hyperthreading enabled. We also performed tests for the same CPU with Hyperthreading
disabled but did not see the negative impact on latency. It is explained because in our
configuration sibling thread was inactive and the only difference was the size of i-cache (16k
vs 32k).
The test setup allows performing either one-way or two-way latency measurements by
reconfiguration of FPGA switch from A8-N1 to A8-N2. N1, N2, A5 are external FPGA 1GE
ports, can be either optical or copper. N7 and A8 are backplane ports connected to Xeon-D
build-in 10GE ports.
As described earlier in the document, ECPA is ADVA traffic generator/analyzer which is
implemented in FPGA.
Pure FPGA forwarding option is shown in RED colour. FPGA does not introduce jitter; it adds
a constant latency which was measured and put into results table.

88

DDP performs L4 protocol parsing in HW, e.g. GTP. This saved CPU cycles and improves performance.
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7.5.1

One-way latency measurement setup

ECPA configuration GUI is shown below:

Figure 45 : ECPA for One-way latency measurement

The FPGA injects the traffic stream is to RX path of FPGA port A5, then it is switched to the
port N7, received, and processed by a DPDK application, then transmitted towards port A8.
FPGA forwards the stream towards port N1, where the fiber returns it back to the port A5,
where ECPA analyzer compares it with the original stream.
One-way latency measurement can be applied to the application, which does not change the
packets.

7.5.2

Two-way latency measurement setup

Corresponding ECPA configuration for two-way latency measurement is shown below:

Figure 46 : ECPA for two-way latency measurement

The difference from one-way case, the traffic from port A8 is forwarded to port N2, where a
fiber loop is inserted. In this scenario ECPA Monitor type must be set to “Network to Access”,
which instructs FPGA to analyze the stream coming back from internal port N7.
The advantage of two-way measurement is the ability to measure the latency for an application
which performs packet modification like tunnelling, i.e., UPF.
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7.5.3

Latency measurement results

The commonly used baseline for the performance measurement is a standard DPDK l2fwd
application. This application performs trivial packet switching, thus consumes minimal number
of CPU cycles. Real application like UPF requires more processing cycles, hence we expect
less throughput and as well as higher latency.
We performed one-way latency measurements as proposed earlier in this project using 10GE
optical interfaces. The results are shown in the table below. Next to measure was our TT
prototype application with different settings of Burst size and TX poll interval to improve the
forwarding latency.
According to RFC-254489, the stream SHOULD be at least 120 seconds in duration. Number
of the test repetitions according to RFC-2544 should be at least 20.
This period gives enough packets for calculating average latency value. For example, the
stream with packet size 64B, bandwidth 100 Mbps and 120s duration contains 17,832,322
packets.
However, during x86 platform optimization we observed some latency spikes after 120
seconds, so we have decided to set the minimum test duration to 300 second. Some tests
were repeated for 600 seconds duration.
App

BW,
Mbps

Pkt size

Min

Max

Avg

Burst
size

TX
µs

µs

µs

µs

L2fwd

100

64

5

124

54

32

NA

L2fwd

1000

64

5

47

15

32

NA

L2fwd

4300

64

5

32

8

32

NA

tt-1

100

64

3

31

4

32

1

tt-1

1000

64

4

29

4

32

1

tt-1

4300

64

4

36

5

32

1

tt-2

4300

64

4

35

5

8

1

poll,

Table 4 : Latency and jitter for DPDK applications, high bandwidth

The test results show that by modifying TX poll parameter we can significantly improve both
the latency and jitter for DPDK application, while keeping reasonable throughput.
After we have selected the CPU platform for both UPF and TT applications, we performed oneway and two-way latency measurement on this specific platform. Taking in account 1GE
uplinks, we used low-bandwidth test streams (100 Mbps 64B frame size) in the experiment.
The measurement results are shown in the below table.
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Run

App

#

Min

Max

Avg

µs

µs

µs

Burst
size

One/Two
way

When,
s

Jitter,
µs

1

FPGA

9

10

10

NA

one

NA

<1

2

L2fwd

25

117

73

32

one

0

92

2’

L2fwd

25

128

73

32

one

600

103

3

L2fwd8

19

88

44

8

one

0

69

3’

L2fwd8

18

141

44

8

one

600

123

4

upf

18

41

19

32

one

0

23

4’

upf

17

43

19

32

one

600

26

5

FPGA

13

14

14

NA

two

NA

<1

6

L2fwd

46

196

120

32

two

0

150

6’

L2fwd

46

229

94

32

two

600

183

7

L2fwd8

37

134

60

8

two

0

97

7’

L2fwd8

37

177

77

8

two

600

100

8

upf

30

42

31

32

two

0

12

8’

upf

30

54

31

32

two

600

24

Table 5 : Latency and jitter measurement results, Xeon-D 1539

Each row in the table contains measured latency values for Min, Max, and Average.
Jitter value is calculated as the absolute difference between Max and Min latency.
FPGA results are presented in a single row because they are not changed during the test
period (see rows #1 and #5). Software results were changing during the test period, that is why
they are placed in two rows in the table: measurements taken on the beginning and the end of
the test interval (e.g. rows # 2 and 2’, 3 and 3’, etc.)
As we can see in the Table, unmodified l2fwd application introduces one-way jitter in the range
[92~104] µs and two-way jitter in the range [150-183] µs. After recompilation with reducing
burst size parameter from 32 to 8 packets, corresponding jitter measurements for l2fwd-8 were
[69~123] and [97~100] µs; we can note that at the beginning of the test the jitter was reduced
(69 µs vs 104 for one-way and 97 µs vs 150 µs for two-way). This version has also better
average latency than the original one, however average values are less relevant for our
research.
Our upf application yields lower jitter values: [23~26] for both one-way and [12~24] for twoway. We may note that one-way measurement seems to be more credible; two-way with the
loopback might somehow create a more favorable condition for cache-misses. This might
happen because DPDK framework maintains RX/TX rings in a lock-free LIFO.
Those initial results give us a baseline jitter estimation for a software based UPF
implementation, which lays below 30 µs. In the next stages of the project, we will gradually add
5G functions (NW-TT, CU-UP, DU, RRU, UPF, DS-TT) until we reach full end-to-end
configuration (see Figure 36).
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8

SUMMARY OF HARDWARE ELEMENTS IN AFFORDABLE5G

The approach presented in this deliverable is an on-going process that will be continued in the
course of WP2 of the project. For the time being, this deliverable outlines the outcome of the
hardware equipment and installments in the Castelloli pilot side. Information about the other
pilot places of Affordable5G project will be analyzed and refined in the upcoming deliverable
of WP2.
To sum up, below we summarize the hardware components and the specialized hardware
equipment for the Castellolli pilot. These are:
•

•

•
•
•
•
•
•

Two Lenovo ThinkSystem SR650 Server, each equipped with four 52-thread Intel(R)
Xeon(R) Gold 6230R CPU @ 2.10GHz for a total of 104 CPU threads, 377 GB of
DRAM, and around 4.6 TB of disk space. These nodes sport 2nd generation Intel Xeon
Scalable Processors offering Intel RDT technology to reserve last-level cache (LLC)
and prioritise latency-sensitive workloads. One of these SR650 nodes will be used to
host NearbyComputing’s NearbyOne MEC Orchestrator while the other will be used to
mimic a private datacentre or as a near edge node
Multiple ThinkSystem SE350 Edge Servers, each equipped with a 32-thread Intel(R)
Xeon(R) D-2183IT CPU @ 2.20GHz, 126 GB of DRAM, and 750 GB of disk space.
Lenovo ThinkSystem SE350 Edge Server is a rugged compact-sized node with a focus
on smart connectivity, security, and manageability purposely build for the Edge
All the selected nodes host one or more SR-IOV capable NIC of the Intel X722 and
XXV710 families for 1GbE, 10 GbE, and 25 GbE links. Optionally, these NICs can be
swapped with Nvidia T4 vGPU-capable graphic cards
ADVA FSP 150-XG118Pro fronthaul switch
ADVA OSA-5401 PTP GM device
RunEL Sparq-2020-RRH O-RU unit
Xilinx T1 Telco Accelerator Card
Intel® vRAN Dedicated Accelerator ACC100

If required by some use cases, the following components will be used as optional:
• Nvidia T4 GPU is a GPU able to provide up to 16 vGPU. The Tesla T4 is the only PCIe
GPU that is vGPU-capable and that is characterized by a low profile, limited power
budget (70 Watts), and it is a component officially supported by the Lenovo
ThinkSystem SE350 Edge Server
• Intel Neural Compute Stick 2 is a low-cost, low-power, and USB-powered accelerators
offering Vision Processing Units (VPU) designed for Deep learning inference at the
edge
• ThinkSilicon’s NEOX ultra-low-power multicore GPU based on RISC-V ISA
For Malaga lab where TSN-related pilot will be implemented, the following TSN hardware
elements have been selected:
•
•
•

Relyum TSN Bridge and NIC (RELY-TSN-KIT)
ADVA FSP 150-GE114ProVMe equipped with Xeon(R) D-1539 CPU and 32GB of
DRAM, 128 GB of SSD space. The device is aimed for evaluation of TSN UPF and TT
functionality
Intel® Ethernet Network Adapter I225-T1 TSN capable NIC
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9

CONCLUSIONS

This deliverable presented our analysis and discussion of the hardware components adopted
to build the Affordable5G architecture and its requirements specified in D1.2 to enable a costefficient roll-out of 5G private and enterprise networks. The Affordable5G architectural
approach relies on various key enabler technologies. These technologies are combined
together targeting to support the efficient execution of the project pilots. The role of this
deliverable (outcome of Task 2.1) is to identify specific parts of the Affordable5G architecture
that are amenable or can get benefit from hardware acceleration or from specialized network
equipment. As such, this deliverable relies on the outcome of WP1 of the project.
As part of this deliverable every layer of the Affordable5G architecture has been analysed in
order to verify if there is a need for including a specialized or application specific hardware
solution. Based on this analysis, this deliverable summarizes all the generic or more
customized devices that will be used in the course of the project.
As general recipe, when alternative options where present, the key criteria for hardware
components selection were:
•
•
•
•
•

Wide availability for consortium partners of any Tier
Alignment with mainstream open-source software projects
Power and rack space efficiency, suitability for deployment at Edge and in an industrial
environment
Reduced cost/ COTS as preferable option when possible
Simplicity of the whole solution

At the moment of writing this deliverable, the consortium has finalized almost all the specific
hardware components that will provide the required capabilities to perform the pilots. The
individual hardware accelerated components have been selected, listed and evaluated in
terms of functionality and performance.
On top of this, an end-to-end latency assessment methodology has been devised and
evaluated. For TSN 5G pilot, a latency optimized software prototypes for UPF and TT have
been designed and developed. Those UPF and TT software prototypes will be used at Malaga
site as a part of TSN 5G experiments and validation in WP4.
The defined hardware components will be pre-integrated and pre-tested as a part of WP2 Task
2.4 and will be deployed in the testbeds for the complete system test and use case validations
in WP4.
The analysis carried out in this document will be used as input for the integration plan
performed in WP4 as well as for the roadmap and evolution of the hardware components of
Affordable5G architecture envisioned in the second half of the project lifetime.
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